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1. Introduction
The fields of phonetic and phonological study are mostly restricted to spoken 
language. While this seems pretty obvious, it is remarkable how little 
research has been carried out on sung language. It is in so far remarkable as 
popular culture is filled with song and people are constantly exposed to sung 
language. The aim of this work is to show the phono-stylistic variation in 
pop songs, and for this matter five pop songs, all recorded in 2007 or 2008, 
have been chosen to be analysed. For each of these five songs two versions, 
one recorded in the studio and one performed live, will be considered.
The primary question of this work is whether the pronunciation of a singer 
differs in a live setting form that in a studio setting, and if so, how this 
variation can be explained. For this matter, Natural Phonology has been 
chosen as the theoretical framework for analysis, and predictions about the 
phono-stylistic peculiarities in the recordings will be drawn thereof. Natural 
Phonology is not the only theory to be considered in this work, and it will be 
shown where the theory meets its limits in terms of accounting for the 
phonetic variation in the songs.
This paper will begin with a short summary of the research carried out on 
the intersection between sociolinguistics and popular music, and it will be 
questioned as to whether the approach on the topic in the previous research 
is useful or valid. Then the theory of Natural Phonology, as first proposed by 
David Stampe and further developed by Wolfgang U. Dressler and Sylvia 
Moosmüller, will be introduced, and the theory’s suitability to analyse the 
language of popular music will be argued. In addition, the field of Emotional 
Phonetics will also be focused upon shortly and its significance to 
pronunciation in pop songs will be shown.
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2. Sociolinguistics and popular music
The rather narrow field at the intersection of sociolinguistics and popular 
music has only scarcely been explored. Even though the area offers a great 
range of data to be analysed, the number of papers published on this topic 
can be counted on one hand. One of the first papers that comes up when 
looking for publications on the pronunciation in pop songs is Peter Trudgill’s 
“Acts of Conflicting Identity: The Sociolinguistics of British Pop-song 
Pronunciation” (1983)1. The only other article I ever found on the topic is 
Carl Johan Carlsson’s “The Way They Sing It: Englishness and Pronunciation 
in English Pop and Rock” (2001), which follows Trudgill’s basic concepts.
Trudgill claims that British pop singers adapt a particular “Pop-song style” 
which is an accent that differs greatly from their native one. There are 
(supposedly) specific ‘tendencies’ or ‘rules’ (Trudgill’s inverted commas) 
which are employed when singing pop songs (cf. Trudgill 1997: 251). These 
tendencies or rules are then listed and condensed to six features that make 
up this specific pop-song style. They include the use of non-prevocalic r, the 
realisation of intervocalic /t/ as [d!] and /a"/ becoming /æ/ (cf. ibid.: 252)
Unsurprisingly, Trudgill arrives at the conclusion that “[T]here can be no 
doubt that singers are modifying their linguistic behaviour” (252). This rather 
obvious point is then explained by accommodation theory according to Giles 
and, also, Le Page. It is then argued that singers, because they wish to 
identify with a particular group, modify their pronunciation accordingly to 
imitate - and thus appeal to - this group. As British pop music of the 1960’s 
was highly influenced by American music, the features that appear in the 
pronunciation modifications may be attributed to American English. Yet the 
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1 Please note that the page numbers here refer to a 1997 reprint in an edited reader. There has 
been no change to the article itself, yet the page numbers correspond to the 1997 version.
imitation of the influence group proved to be less than perfect and also 
inconsistent. The fact that Rock’n ‘Roll’s roots lie within the African 
American music tradition was known to British bands of the 1960’s, and so 
they attempted to imitate African American Vernacular English. Seeing as the 
bands had little knowledge of this particular variety, however, they ended up 
producing an accent which more resembled General American than their 
actual target. (cf. Trudgill 1997: 253 ff.) 
From the data, mostly Beatles and Rolling Stones records from the 1960s, 
Trudgill concludes that the use of non-prevocalic /r/ dropped dramatically 
with both bands over the course of time. While the Beatles realised almost 
50% of possible non-prevocalic /r/ in 1963, by the end of the decade the 
number had dropped to less than 5%. It is also interesting to notice that the 
pronunciation of the band began to sound more like their native 
Liverpudlian (cf. ibid.: 258-261).
Trudgill then discusses the punk movement, which started in 1976 (bands 
include The Clash, The Sex Pistol and The Buzzcocks), and allowed for 
different pronunciations to enter the world of pop song singing. As punk’s 
target audience was the urban working class youth, singers, even though 
some were not of such origin, changed the language in their songs to low-
status and non-standard forms. Even though non-prevocalic /r/ was 
generally not realised at all, some features of American English are preserved 
in their singing style and American motivations conflict British ones.
Almost 20 years later, Carlsson picks up the topic and - while imitating 
Trudgill’s approach - renews the data and analyses songs from the 1990s. To 
begin with, he also credits singing to be “considered in its own right” and 
each musical style to have “its own characteristics [...] in the way it is 
sung” (Carlsson 2001: 161). Carlsson then discusses the genre of Britpop / 
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alternative rock and looks at 24 songs. Unlike Trudgill, who observed six, 
Carlsson limits his study to merely four main variables: the loss of non-
prevocalic /r/, the realisation of linking /r/, the pronunciation of 
intervocalic /t/ and the [#"], [æ] and [a] distinction in words like after (cf. 
ibid.: 162).
Carlsson’s results confirm Trudgill’s hypotheses of an ongoing change in 
British pop singing, as he found that the pronunciation overall proved to be 
more British than it was found twenty years earlier by Trudgill. Carlsson’s 
results show that non-prevocalic /r/ was only used by a minority of 20% of 
the singers, linking /r/ was employed extensively, intervocalic /t/ was either 
realised consistently as [t] or [d] (never [$]) and answer was realised with an 
initial [#"]. While he occasionally found other, regional features, such as 
northern [%] in but, singers are neither consistent as individuals nor as a 
group (cf. ibid.: 164-166).
The conclusion at which Carlsson arrives is that the pronunciation in pop 
songs “can be seen as an attribute to the actual art form rather than a regional 
accent” (ibid.: 167). In a way, this particular pronunciation (yes, again a 
unique style of “pop-song pronunciation” is assumed) forms part of the 
musical culture, and is thus inherent to it.
While both papers show some very interesting points about the 
pronunciation in pop music, their attempt shows some flaws. Trudgill, more 
than Carlsson, tries to explain WHY the singers vary their pronunciation so 
much in sociolinguistic terms. Even though it can be safely said that the sung 
language of an artist certainly differs from the one that is spoken, Trudgill’s 
comparison of what a specific singer does when singing to what a dialect 
group does when speaking is not quite satisfactory. It may be assumed that a 
singer, originating from a distinct dialect area, speaks with the significant 
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features attributed to his variety, yet Trudgill makes no remark about actually 
having heard the singers talk. Thus he assumes that when singing they differ 
from the way they speak, while he in fact has no evidence for this. 
One example to illustrate how Trudgill’s prediction somehow do not work 
can be found in a song by the London based band Dogs called “She’s Got A 
Reason” in 2005. It includes a line, which is repeated several times: “I liked 
you better when you liked me aswell”. The relevant word here is better, 
which according to Trudgill the intervocalic /t/ would be realised either as 
[t!] or [$] depending on whether they identify more with their musical role 
models or their audience. In the studio version of the song, this holds true 
and the /t/ is flapped in all but one instances, but when performed live this 
is a truly different matter, as it is realised as [t&].
Generally it should be stated that popular music in the UK has changed 
dramatically ever since the 1960s. The influence of American music is not as 
dominant, rather the British music scene has established its own standards 
and specifics. British pop music has been very successful, especially in this 
decade, and with British music being valued highly, Britishness itself - 
including pronunciation, of course - is more present in popular music. 
Singers do not feel the need to adapt an American accent because their 
musical role models are British.
The setting of the recordings is never mentioned, which is remarkable as 
Trudgill is usually so persistent on this matter and to him appears to be of no 
importance. As mentioned above, the aim of this paper is to show that the 
setting of a recording affects the pronunciation of pop songs and that a song 
recorded in the studio over the course of several days, even weeks, diverges 
vastly from the spontaneity of a live performance. 
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Furthermore, due to the fact that Trudgill and Carlsson claimed a  “pop-song 
style” to exist, the songs were almost exclusively analysed in terms of few 
features and thus other interesting processes were ignored. There is only one 
instance where Trudgill goes beyond sociolinguistics and dialectology when 
he mentions that not all non-prevocalic /r/s are realised because they may 
disturb the “flow of the song” and “some phonological environments cause 
more difficulty than others. Most difficult, apparently, is the insertion of non-
prevocalic /r/ in an unstressed syllable before a following 
consonant” (Trudgill 1997: 257). This discrepancy is the starting point of this 
paper, which will try to explain the motivations for phono-stylistic variation 
in British pop music. 
3. Natural Phonology
3.1. Definitions of Natural Phonology
Natural Phonology, henceforth also NP, is a theory on phonology which is 
formed upon actual speech. One of its key elements is “the empirical 
centrality of external evidence” (Gibbon 2007: 83). NP includes speech data 
from various speech groups in various settings and goes beyond the 
(assumed) ideal speaker (cf. Foltin & Dressler 1997: 5). And according to 
Donegan & Stampe “in the case of natural phonology this means everything 
that language owes to the fact that it is spoken” (1979: 128).
Foltin and Dressler offer a very short, yet precise definition of what NP does:
! Die Natürliche Phonologie (NPH) sucht die Erklärung für [...]
! Erscheinungen in Bereichen, die außerhalb der Phonologie,
! [in diesem Fall] der Phonetik liegen[...] (Foltin & Dressler 1997: 5)
Unlike other phonological theories, NP claims to be a  natural theory and it 
shows language as “a natural reflection of the needs, capacities, and world of 
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its users[...]” (Donegan & Stampe 1979: 127). Thus language depends on its 
speakers and hearers, and NP accounts for this by dealing “with the 
production and perception of speech sounds - as well as with their 
alternation and variation [...] (Donegan & Stampe 2008).
In speech a speaker does not necessarily hear what she or he actually says 
but hears the sounds that were intended (cf. Donegan & Stampe 1979: 159). 
Natural Phonologists call upon Baudeouin de Courtenay and his definition 
of a phoneme as a sound intention (cf. Donegan 1978, Donegan & Stampe 
1979, Stampe 1984, Moosmüller 2007 etc.) when they relate a sound to its 
underlying representation. Due to speakers’ physical limitations, to arrive at 
the actual output (no matter how different this may be from the speaker’s 
intention) processes are applied. Vowel nasalisation, for instance, is never 
intended2  in English, yet it occurs naturally in vowels that precede nasals. 
Intention here means that a speaker aims for an articulatory target and 
arrives at an output which has been affected by processes. So even if the 
nasal itself is lost, and it may not even be realised at all, the vowel is still 
nasalised despite the lack of a nasal to follow. This, for instance happens in 
one of the songs analysed later, “Jacqueline” by The Coral, where down is 
realised as [dã"] with the nasal being obviously absent but the vowel 
remaining nasalised. The singer’s articulatory target involves a final nasal, in 
terms to realise the sound the preceding vowel is nasalised, and despite the 
nasal not being realised it can still be heard in the quality of the vowel.
As Peter Ladefoged put it in 1992:
[...] it would be possible to devise abstract phonologies that 
[describe] all sorts of pretty patterns that might have no physical 
correlate of any kind (Ladefoged 1992: 165)
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2 This assumes “normal” language use and does not take other, language conscious instances 
into account, like the imitation of a French accent etc..
While this might hold true for some phonologies, the aim of NP clearly lies 
elsewhere, as one aim of phonological theory is, to quote Ladefoged once 
more, “to help to explain why languages have the sounds they 
do.” (Ladefoged 1992: 166).
The very basic claim of NP is its universality. In that sense phonological 
processes and rules are included in all languages, yet they are language 
specific. That means that one process may be suppressed in one language yet 
not in another. For example, the process of final obstruent devoicing is 
oppressed in English but not in German. (e.g. compare German Land  /lant/ 
and English land /lænd/.
The fact that NP draws its conclusions from actual speech data is vital for 
this thesis. It seems that NP, by creating a phonological theory based on what 
happens when speaking and listening, offers a perfectly fitting framework to 
observe the pronunciation in pop songs. Because of the fact that it is purely 
descriptive and not prescriptive, the theory will allow for all phonetic 
peculiarities to be included.
3.2. How Natural Phonology works
3.2.1. Processes and rules in Natural Phonology
In 1969, David Stampe first introduced the concept of processes to phonology, 
about most of which he drew his conclusions from child language. The 
purpose of these processes is to “systematically but subconciously adapt our 
phonological intentions to our phonetic capacities[...]” (Donegan & Stampe 
1979: 126). In that sense, languages adjust according to our vocal tract and 
what is anatomically possible, thus processes are a response to phonetic 
difficulties (ibid.: 136). Furthermore, “[p]honological processes serve the 
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communicative function of language” (Dressler 1984: 31) by making it easier 
to be pronounced and perceived.
According to Stampe, language is “the residue of an innate system of 
phonological processes, revised in some way by linguistic 
experience.” (Stampe 1969: 443) These processes come in contradictory sets 
and in some cases when they may overlap, either process may be suppressed 
or partly suppressed (ibid.: 443f.). It is in this sense that children by learning 
their first language “systematically inhibit the process types which are (or 
become by maturation) available to them according to the inhibitions of the 
linguistic norms they are exposed to” (Dressler 1984: 30). This in short means 
that learning in NP can be described as the mastering of inputs of natural 
processes which the words of the learner language require (cf. Donegan & 
Stampe 1979: 140).
A child, which Stampe assumes to be in a linguistic unbiased state3, may 
apply all processes and, step by step, will learn to suppress specific processes 
and arrive at a stage in which its speech will resemble adult speech. If a child 
fails to suppress an innate process applied in standard language, phonetic 
change occurs (ibid.: 448). Dressler describes a “typical scenario of diachronic 
change” (Dressler 1984: 34) in the following way: first an assimilatory process 
occurs in casual speech, then it enters formal speech and finally becomes 
obligatory. 
Processes are unordered and all occur on the same level, at the same time. 
This contrasts them strongly to phonological rules, which have no connection 
to articulation and are thus not naturally motivated but “function to assure 
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3  Unbiased here means that the child has not yet learned which processes apply in a 
language. 
the necessary grammatical complexities we associate with allophony and 
allomorphy” (Bjarkman 1986: 81).
Another important aspect of processes is that they can be divided into two 
groups, the one being prelexical and the other postlexical (cf. Dressler 1984, 
Dressler & Moosmüller 1991). While prelexical processes determine the 
phoneme inventory, i.e. phonotactics, and are obligatory, postlexical 
processes are either obligatory or phono-stylistic. Obligatory postlexical 
processes can be further subdivided into being phonemic (e.g. final obstruent 
devoicing) or allophonic (e.g. context-sensitive aspiration). Phono-stylistic 
processes, which may be optional, characterise, for instance, casual or fast 
speech and are applied in such setting (cf. Dressler & Moosmüller 1991: 137). 
As the title of this paper already suggests, phono-stylistic processes will be 
most important in the variation that occurs in pop songs.
Processes only alter one phonetic property, or feature at a time to overcome a 
difficulty and try to be perceptually similar to the original sound. 
Contrastingly,  rules can substitute a phoneme by a completely different one, 
which is possible because rules are not a response to phonetic difficulties and 
are learned. Some rules of the English language are, for instance, velar 
softening or tri-syllabic laxing (or shortening), and these rules are applied 
because of convention, and even though through habitual use their 
application may be subconscious, rules were once conscious processes which 
have been conventionalised. Unlike processes, rules are always obligatory 
and because their application does not change the meaning of a word, they 
do not depend on a specific style. Furthermore, rules are applied before 
processes. (cf. Donegan & Stampe 1979: 137-145, 156). Rules are also (mostly) 
general, transparent and recoverable. 
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As for one reason why rules are hardly mentioned in NP, Dressler assesses 
that the boundary between rules and processes is somewhat blurred and not 
always easily drawn (cf. Dressler 1984: 30). In another paper, Dressler and 
Moosmüller even claim that rules are excluded from NP because they have a 
“morphological rather than a phonetic function” (Dressler & Moosmüller 
1991: 136). It lies within the nature of rules that they will not be considered 
here. Their application is pre-lexical and always obligatory, which is why 
they should be applied in either recording of the pop songs. Variation in 
terms of rules is not to be expected.
3.2.2. Fortitions and lenitions
Processes may be categorised into three types: prosodic processes, which map 
phrases and sentences onto prosodic structures, fortition processes, which 
strengthen an individual segment and lenition processes, which make 
segments easier to pronounce by making them “less distant” to the 
surrounding segments (cf. Donegan & Stampe 1979: 142 f.). As the prosodic 
mapping  in “verse or music are special cases” (ibid.: 142), only the latter two 
types of processes will be relevant for this work. The language in songs 
differs prosodically from spoken language in a way that relevance would be 
questionable. Stress patterns in a songs are determined by a songs rhythm 
and not by the rhythm of speech. Intonation is determined by melody and 
cannot be compared to intonation patterns in spoken language. This is why, 
here, the focus will be more on segmental processes, rather than on 
suprasegmental ones.
Donegan’s work from 1979 concentrates on processes in NP and she tries to 
explain the need for fortitions and lenitions in language in the following:
On the phonological level, the conflict is between the need to 
maximize the articulatory and acoustic properties of individual 
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sounds -- mainly in the interest of perceptibility -- and the need to 
minimize the articulatory effort required to produce these 
sequences of segments that form syllables, words, and other units. 
(Donegan 1979: 20)
These two different requirements may result in opposite changes, as the 
needs of the speaker and the listener may be motivated conversely. While 
both kinds of processes - lenition and fortition - are equally common in 
speech, Donegan and Stampe argue that certain types of processes are linked 
with particular settings. The most prominent claim is that lenitions occur in 
fast or casual speech, whereas fortitions and hyperarticulation are commonly 
attributed to careful and formal speech (Donegan 1978, Donegan & Stampe 
1979). Predictions about the application of processes in pop songs cannot be 
made from this claim, as will be explained in the following.
Fortition processes, also referred to as strengthening, increase some phonetic 
properties of a segment and thus are  “often increasing the contrast between 
the segment and its environment” (Donegan 1979: 21). Relating this process 
to the pronunciation in pop songs, it can be expected that fortition processes 
occur frequently in a studio recording, because this is the recording that an 
audience listens to repeatedly, on the radio or on a CD. Fortition processes 
can make a recording be understood more easily, which is also relevant in a 
live setting, where there is background noise. 
Processes that make segments more pronounceable are called lenitions and 
ease articulation by “assimilating the properties of one segment to those of a 
neighboring segment, by deleting segments, and by substituting segments 
rather than sequences” (ibid.: 21). When lenition processes apply, the contrast 
between a segment and its environment is weakened or eliminated. Lenition 
processes are less likely to be applied in studio recordings because they make 
lyrics less perceivable. In a live recording, where a singer is probably more 
focused on performing than on pronouncing words clearly, lenition processes 
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are expected to occur more frequently. There is also the fact that a live 
audience usually knows the songs that are performed, and thus lenition 
processes on behalf of the singer do not obstruct understanding.
Rhodes claims that a single word can have a wide variety of “pronunciations 
based on how casually it is pronounced” (Rhodes 1996, 242) and also the 
frequency with which words are used affect weakening processes that may 
be applied (cf. Fenk-Oczlon below, following section). So in a song where a 
word is repeated over and over, variation is to be expected.
(1) The applicability of a natural process
(Rhodes 1996: 245)
 
From this figure (1) one can see the gradual application of a phonological 
process according to the frequency of the word and the level of casualness of 
the setting4. Whether the setting in a studio is more formal than in front of an 
audience is debatable (the term casual seems inappropriate in this context) 
but the frequency of words also affects the pronunciation in pop songs. 
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4 The applicability of a process is,  however, not always influenced by the word’s frequency, 
and while the image shows one possibility, it by no means explains the application of all 
processes, as for example,  German final devoicing which occurs in least frequent words in 
least casual setting. An instance where the process, according to the image, should not apply.
Words that are very frequent in speech in general, such as the, are prone to 
reduction, but also segments that are repeated several times in a short 
interval are affected. In the song “Ice Age” by Good Shoes, for instance, 
almost every line of the two verses begins with I’m or I, summing up to a 
total of 19 times. The majority of these segments is reduced to [a] in both the 
live and the studio recording. Frequency may be a factor that influences this, 
3.3. Natural Phonology and semiotics
From the late 1970s onwards, Wolfgang Dressler began to introduce the 
Peircian notion of semiotic figure and ground to phonology. From the semiotic 
concept he was able to derive the notion of processes which he categorised as 
backgrounding and foregrounding, which in the Stampean sense would be 
classified as lenitions and fortitions. Instead of placing the motivation of 
these processes in the phonetic qualities of speech alone, in Dressler’s theory 
the processes of backgrounding and foregrounding make specific parts of 
speech stand out of the ground or blend in. This is similar to how Donegan 
and Stampe propose fortition and lenition to work, but this is expressed 
more clearly with semiotic terms. Also the metatheory of semiotics is aimed 
to help to put NP into a larger context, and if language is assumed to be a 
system of verbal signs, then this should also work for phonology (cf. Dressler 
1984: 32).
Applying this to phonological processes, it follows that the input, i.e. the 
phoneme, is the signatum (signified) and the output, i.e. allophone, is the 
signans (signifier). Ideally, allophones should be distinguishable from each 
other, which mainly holds true for formal speech but fusion and deletion 
processes are common for casual speech. Furthermore, the relationship 
between signified and signifier should be transparent and reliable (cf. ibid.: 
14
35f.). It would be (semiotically) confusing if there were a process which lead 
to /l/ being realised as [f], as the relationship between signified and signifier 
would be non-iconic and thus no longer functions. Another constraint on 
perception, and production as well, is the suppression of an obligatory 
process.
A detailed account of how the inclusion of semiotics enhanced the NP theory, 
Fenk-Oczlon strove for an extensive list of foregrounding and backgrounding 
processes, summarised here in the following table (2) (cf. Fenk-Ozclon 1989). 
(2)
Backgrounding Foregrounding
assimilation dissimilation
vowel reduction diphthongisation
deletion insertion
in final or mid position in initial position
This is not merely a renaming of the same concepts, but adds more to the 
scope of the processes. Foregrounding includes more than just fortition, as 
well as backgrounding goes beyond lenitions. An example drawn from 
popular music would be, for instance, Ocean Colour Scene’s “If I Gave You 
My Heart” where the words stood on are realised as [st% $'(n]. To arrive at 
this output, the easiest explanation would be to say that the final /d/ has 
been substituted by a glottal stop. When listening closely, however, one can 
hear a brief break just prior to the glottal stop, yet none after. It is because of 
this that the glottal stop cannot be a replacement for /d/.
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Instead the final /d/ of stood is elided5, clearly a lenition process, then a 
glottal stop is placed before on, which is a common process in English 
referred to as hard attack, clearly a fortition process. Both processes combined 
result in the foregrounding of the segment and the effect simply seems to 
make the segment stand out instead of either easing production or 
perception. If sung as [st%d '(n] the sounds are neither ambiguous nor 
“difficult” to produce (the voiced stop is in intervocalic position and is not 
naturally devoiced because of its neighbouring sounds) yet the singer still 
opted for a foregrounded realisation. This is a foregrounded realisation, 
because of the larger context of the song. The song’s time signature is 6/8, 
and each syllable on the beat is stressed and followed by five unstressed 
ones. In this particular segment, the beat is on stood and because there is a 
hard attack in on there is a brief pause and a sharper contrast between the 
two words, which underlines the rhythmical pattern and at the same time 
makes the words more perceivable.
3.4. Natural Phonology and sociolinguistics
The incorporation of sociolinguistics into NP dates back more than 25 years 
and adds an interesting aspect to the theory. While it may not be initially 
obvious, NP and sociolinguistics are tied together quite closely, as the theory 
accounts for actual human speech and does not exclude the speaker from the 
equation. As humans are social beings, each individual is embedded in 
society, which therefore is a relevant factor.
Dressler & Wodak’s 1982 study on Viennese German was conducted within 
the NP framework and analyses its data in terms of rules and processes. They 
collected data from various settings: formal and informal interviews, 
16
5 Even though some dialects allow for final voiced alveolar stops to be glottalised, in this 
segment, the glottal stop does clearly (as in audibly) not belong to the syllable of stood.
spontaneous interactions in court, patients in psychotherapeutic groups etc. 
The main aim of the analysis is to find how differences of formality in the 
speaker setting affect their speech. For this matter they first explain the 
different phonological rules of dialect and standard and then observe the 
application or suppression of processes in different settings. According to 
Dressler & Wodak’s view “phonological styles represent sociolinguistic levels 
of formality” and thus it can be predicted when processes are applied or not 
(cf. Dressler & Wodak 1982: 339-351).
When speaking, a speaker may decide to use a different variety and by doing 
so applies a different articulatory target arriving at a different output. So, for 
instance, if a Tyrolean speaker decides to pronounce the second person 
singular of be, which is bist in German, the dialectal input would lead to the 
following output : [b)*+]. If the speech situation required the speaker to speak 
Standard Austrian German, a standard input would be used and result in an 
output somewhat like [bist]. The two different outputs may be attributed to 
a specific speech situation or style, but the main point is that even though the 
dialectal output may appear in a more casual or colloquial setting, it is not 
derived from the articulatory target of the standard variety through the 
application of lenition or backgrounding processes but by using a different 
target in the first place. 
This fact has to be considered when observing the data from the songs 
because there might be some peculiarities that would indicate a unique set of 
processes applied if derived from the standard target, but are fairly easily 
connected to a dialectal target. For example, singers from the North of 
England may not have a distinction of /,/ and /%/, and an instance when 
but is realised as [b%t] cannot be explained by fortition or lenition of the 
standard variant but by a singer aiming for a different target. The choice as to 
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when which target is striven for may be conscious and can have a 
foregrounding or backgrounding effect.
More recently, in 2007 Sylvia Moosmüller stressed that Donegan & Stampe’s 
“classical” attribution of processes to the sheer casualness or formality of 
speech was not sufficient and that processes are much more dependent on 
the social setting than supposed ease of articulation.
Especially with developments in experimental phonetics it has been proven 
that ease of articulation is something so specific to one speaker, actually to 
one vocal tract to be precise, that this cannot be generalised to a whole set of 
speakers. The economisation of speech as the one goal of lenition processes is 
not sufficient because each speaker has individual needs and the assumption 
that a process which eases articulation for one speaker, is also true for 
another is not true (cf. Moosmüller 2007: 8). What truly happens, Moosmüller 
suggests, is that in a particular setting some processes are agreed upon and 
hence applied: 
Therefore, in a casual speech situation, a person speaks the way it 
is expected from her or the way she thinks it is expected from her, 
but not according to a principle of least effort. (Moosmüller 2007: 
4)
As mentioned above, classical NP explains fortitions to enhance 
understanding in terms of the listener and lenitions ease articulation for the 
speaker. Moosmüller, however, questions the applicability of a dichotomous 
concept of speaker and listener whose needs are supposedly antagonistic. 
A speaker can only influence the application of processes to a very limited 
extent. The interactional situation determines the figure - ground contrast and 
the speaker adheres to that as good as she can. An individual speaker’s 
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interest lies not within speaking economically but the focus lies on the 
success of communication. Thus the processes which are applied are 
“motivated by the social group not by the individual's needs to ease 
production” (ibid.: 8).
4. Emotional phonetics
While the theory of Natural Phonology can be used to predict phono-stylistic 
variation in pop songs, another topic in phonetics should not be overlooked, 
and will be introduced briefly. Emotional Phonetics is an area of study that 
investigates how or whether emotions are encoded in the acoustic signal. As 
the singers of pop songs can be expected to be emotionally involved in their 
performance of some sort, may it be anxiousness or anger, these emotional 
cues may affect their pronunciation.  Emotional involvement is dependent on 
the singer, and more involvement is to be expected when a song carries a 
strong message. If a punk band, for instance, wrote an aggressive song about 
the mischievous demands of capitalism, the aggression will be heard in the 
singer’s voice. 
In research on spoken language there are claims that “different emotions can 
be recognized on the basis of vocal cues alone” (Banse & Scherer 1996: 614) 
and this means that a listener can determine the emotional state of a speaker 
not only by what is said, but also by how the signal actually sounds. There 
are emotional states which greatly affect respiration and articulation, for 
instance the emotional state of stress6, and this again influences the 
properties of the acoustic signal (cf. Scherer 1981b: 182). Parameters which 
are involved in signalling emotion are: 
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6  Stress is difficult to define and generally is a state where a person is upset through 
psychological or other stimuli. Stress can be caused by mental exercise, drugs or danger. For 
a more detailed discussion on the problem of defining stress see Scherer 1981b: 171f..
(a) level, range and contour of the fundamental frequency
(b) the vocal energy/amplitude 
(c) distribution of the energy in the frequency spectrum 
(d) the location of the formants 
(e) tempo, pausing etc. 
(cf. Banse & Scherer 1996: 615f.).
In studies on the effect of emotions on phonetics different methods of 
gathering data have been applied. There are studies which asked actors to 
perform emotions, something which could be compared to the live 
performance of a song, sometimes people were asked to tell stories which set 
them into a certain emotional state (cf. Scherer 1981a: 201-203). Recognition 
of the emotional state was tested with a set of people listening to recordings 
of speakers in specific emotional states, yet this only supplied mixed results. 
When asked to define the speaker’s emotional state, the accuracy of 
judgement is in some studies as high as 80% and in others less than  30%. (cf. 
ibid.: 208-210). Spectrographic analyses for emotions like pride or cold anger 
did not provide satisfying results either. However, for some extreme and 
contrasting states, like anger, excitement or sadness, results appear to be 
conclusive.
The methodology which uses actors as performers of emotions has been 
criticised, as these emotions were then not “natural”. Yet Banse and Scherer 
argue that “real-life” emotions are just as natural or unnatural as staged ones. 
According to them, one cannot tell a difference between a performed 
emotion by an actor or an emotion a close friend expresses in private (Banse 
& Scherer 1996: 618). What is interesting is that the distance to Natural 
Phonology seems not that far after all,
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 “[a]s the nature of the verbal utterance serving as carrier of the 
vocal emotion expression greatly influences the acoustic 
parameters (the vocal channel being jointly used for linguistic and 
emotional signaling)” (Banse & Scherer 1996: 618)
If emotion is naturally attached to the speech signal then it would seem safe 
to assume that natural processes are affected by emotion. Unfortunately the 
parameters for recognising emotional cues in the speech signal are more 
suitable for vowels than for consonants and the distribution of formants is 
rather difficult to judge without technical assistance from a computer. There 
are, however, some parameters which may be relevant in the analysis of the 
songs.
Loudness is an aspect of speech that is not a process accounted for by NP  (it 
serves in terms of foregrounding and may ease perception, this depends on 
the greatly on the setting, i.e. whether there is background noise, the listener 
is paying attention etc.) but is important here. Generally emotions like anger 
and joy are connected to increased energy. Because of the unique 
circumstances of recording a song, loudness of the vocals can only vary as 
much as the whole band varies. That means even though the passage may be 
sad, expressing this tristesse by singing more quietly would result in simply 
not being heard at all. The general effect in pop songs then is the decrease of 
the general volume. Only then can the voice be used more softly and thus 
express a sad tone. The opposite holds true for uplifting or angry songs, 
which are usually more upbeat as well. If anger is to be expressed it can be 
achieved in terms of loudness or simply more energy. In “Tell Me What It’s 
Worth”, the second verse expresses anger, for example the line “kill, kill, kill 
when everything starts to suck”, is sung loudly and also with a lot of energy 
which is most noticeable in the strong aspiration of consonants.
Needless to say, some songs do not need phonetic cues to convey their 
emotional message, as there usually are lyrics attached which may just fulfil 
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that task but the music can override this7. So if the Scottish band Travis were 
trying to fulfil all acoustic criteria for sadness in their song “Happy”, slowed 
it down and reduced it to an unplugged version, the chorus line “I’m so 
happy, ‘cos your so happy” may very well be perceived as sad. Arrangement, 
volume and tempo of the song are essential on its emotional impact. The 
lyrics of a song are subordinate to this because they are not as obvious. To 
illustrate this with another example, one where a contrast between lyrical 
content and music was created intentionally by an artist, is The Jam’s “Town 
Called Malice”. There the upbeat and energetic musical frame distract the 
listener from the sinister lyrics, which (also due to recording quality and low 
level of the vocals) are not understood when listening only once or twice.
I have had numerous, seemingly endless discussions, with people who were 
either convinced that song lyrics are the most important part of a song or 
others who claimed not to pay attention to the words that were sung because 
they did not matter to them. The attention song lyrics attract is dependant on 
the song itself, so an upbeat, dance song, for instance, will not have as many 
attentive listeners in terms of their lyrical content. As The Pipettes put it very 
precisely in their song “Pull Shapes” : “I just want to move, I don’t care what 
the songs about”.
On the other hand a song does not even need words to submit a general 
feeling of happiness or joy, nonlinguistic vocalisations work just as fine, for 
instance in Starsailor’s “Keep Us Together” the chorus is comprised merely 
of “oh oh oh oh”, repeated thrice. The emotion lies within the melody and 
the acoustic properties of the oh, not within the linguistic message. These 
example nonetheless show the many layers that lie within the vocals of a pop 
song. Emotions are one of them and emotional phonetics may not be left out 
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7 Music was also used in the mood induction technique to put speakers who are supposed to 
speak emotionally loaded in a specific frame of mind (cf. Scherer 1981: 203f.).
here as a contribution factor, yet it is only one piece of a three-dimensional 
puzzle.
While in the study there will only be few references to Emotional Phonetics, 
it is nonetheless very important to keep it in the back of one’s mind when 
analysing the data. The lack of references is not due to any invalidity or 
inadequacy of the theory, but rather ensued from the songs being observed 
out of context. This made it difficult, if not impossible, to correctly observe 
and judge emotions as they were performed by the singers, which only 
allowed for tentative speculation.
5. Methodology
The basic aim of this work is to apply linguistic theory on phonetics and 
phonology on the five pop songs8 chosen to be analysed here in order to 
account for phono-stylistic variation. While the set of data is small, it should 
provide sufficient insight into what happens phono-stylistically when songs 
are recorded in the studio and when they are performed in front of a live 
audience.
In order to work on the phonology and phonetics of the songs they had to be 
transcribed. Because even slight variation is vital here, the transcription is 
narrow and generally follows the symbols of the IPA with their according 
usage. The transcription will be presented in the following way: one line in 
black print which is simply graphic representation of the lyrics, underneath 
is a line in pink, which is the transcription of the studio version, and 
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8 The five songs were played on a computer and listened to through in-ear headphones in 
either MP3 or AAC format,  with a standard sample rate of 44,100 kHz and a bit rate ranging 
between 128 kbps and 256 kbps. Even though the songs were recorded using a higher bit 
rate, these rates are common for legal music downloads and do not affect the sound quality 
to an extent where it would distort perception in any kind of way, rather this enhances the 
downloadability and keeps required storage space to a minimum.
underneath this is the transcription of the live version in light green. For 
convenience, the lines have been split up into several blocks, usually at 
logical, rhythmical breaks in the song. That way, the transcription, which 
runs at different typographical lengths, catches up and can be followed more 
easily. These transcriptions can be found at the end of this paper, in the 
appendix.
The transcription, which is purely impressionistic and relies on the ear of the 
observer, will be analysed in section 6. The main focus of the analysis will be 
on the phonetic differences between the two recordings caused by the 
application or suppression of fortition and lenition processes as discussed 
above. Other aspects of pronunciation, which cannot be attributed to a 
process will not be left out, such as different realisations caused  by different 
articulatory targets. 
While specific phonetic features are interesting, in order to achieve an 
overview of how often processes are applied either live or in the studio, the 
transcriptions have been analysed in terms of seven specific processes, the 
applications of these processes have been counted and transposed into a 
table. The seven processes are, subordinate to foregrounding: devoicing, 
aspiration, diphthongisation, insertion; and subordinate to backgrounding: 
voicing, monophthongisation and elision. These processes were chosen because 
they occur in all the songs and comparisons can within the songs as well as 
between the songs can be drawn. For each song one table including the seven 
processes was created, giving numbers of how frequent the processes occur 
live or in the studio; additionally, the discrepancy between those numbers 
has been calculated. All those numbers have then been combined to an 
additional table giving the total numbers of all five songs.
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There are, however, other processes, which will be discussed, including 
affrication, lowering and lengthening. Seeing as those processes do not occur as 
frequently as the other ones, and some are restricted to one song only, their 
application has not been counted and summarised in a table. A mere verbal 
discussion and analysis will be sufficient.
The point of the analysis and discussion is to answer the question whether 
there is phono-stylistic variation in pop songs when they are performed in 
the studio and when they are performed live. The ordering of the variation 
under the general terms foregrounding and backgrounding allows for 
conclusions to be drawn more easily than if there was no ordering. It will be 
shown whether the predictions which have been made in section 3. on 
Natural Phonology (foregrounding processes will be prominent in studio 
recordings, while backgrounding processes will be applied more frequently 
in live situations) will hold true or whether the results draw an altogether 
different picture.
6. About the recordings
6.1. Why the recordings were chosen
It proves not to be easy to find suitable data for linguistic analysis in popular 
music, and while the actual quantity of high quality recordings is vast, some 
parameters have been applied to pin the amount down to a very few songs. 
As the number of recorded pop songs, live and in the studio, is so great, one 
could have easily picked from a heavy back-catalogue of at least 50 years.
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Two main principles were important when choosing the songs. When the 
songs were recorded and where they were recorded appeared to be the most 
significant factors. Time is an important issue, as recordings from today are 
much better in their quality, and quality here is the essential factor. Digital 
recording and mixing techniques allow very little deviation of the actual 
sound and thus makes it clearer and individual voices on the recordings are 
more distinguished. This holds true not only for the studio recordings but 
also for the live recordings. For this reason all recordings observed here date 
from 2006 to 2008, a very recent and narrow time span. 
It is relevant what time span lies between the two different recordings of the 
song which is to say that how much time between having recorded a song in 
the studio and a given live performance have passed. Or vice versa, which 
seems to be hardly ever the case. For this work, songs have been chosen that 
were released as a studio recording merely a few months before the live 
recording. This is important because singers sometimes change their singing 
accent over time. In an analysis where the main changing factor is the setting, 
and which effects this has on pronunciation, and additional factor of 
variation over time would complicate the matter.
One of the artists whose recordings are of interest here is Paul Weller. Having 
been a recording artist since 1977, his work is as broad as it varies. It is quite 
easy to hear a change in his accent from the late Seventies where he was in 
The Jam, a (supposedly) punk band, which turned more pop towards the 
Eighties, towards the more jazzy The Style Council in the mid-Eighties and 
then further accent changes are audible throughout his solo career from the 
beginning of the Nineties. When one listens to recordings of a The Jam song 
that were made in the Nineties, the accent differs very much from the 
Seventies recording. Such a comparison is interesting as such, but not useful 
here, as said before, the setting is the focus of the analysis, not time. The aim 
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with the sorting process was to find songs that were performed live very 
shortly after they had been recorded in the studio.
The issue of where the recordings have taken place is more important with 
the live versions than with the studio ones. The quality of live recordings is 
sometimes so poor one can hardly hear the voice at all. The studio recordings 
are all of the same high quality, they serve common recording standards with 
a bitrate of 128 kbps or higher, and for this purpose, in terms of quality, it can 
therefore be neglected in which studio they were recorded. Yet the live 
performances were all recorded in the same venue, the London Koko club, 
which is of some relevance here.
All the songs having been recorded in the same venue ensures that all artists 
were able to use the same high quality equipment and all faced a same sized 
audience limited to 350 people, even though Koko is a venue that holds up to 
1,4109.  300 of the 350 tickets were given away in competitions10 and none of 
the remaining tickets were sold. For all of the artists that are surveyed here, 
this is a fairly small venue. All live recordings were made within the 
framework of the iTunes Festival London, which was a month long festival in 
2007 and again in 2008 with many bands performing at Koko. After a short 
period of time the recordings were available for purchase as a download on 
the Apple iTunes Store.
The five songs are:
! 2007! ! “Ice Age”! ! ! ! ! ! Good Shoes
! ! ! “Jacqueline”! ! ! ! ! The Coral
! ! ! “Sexy In Latin”!! ! ! ! Little Man Tate
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9 http://www.koko.uk.com/files/prodbible.pdf (03.01.2009)
10 http://www.macworld.co.uk/ipod-itunes/news/index.cfm?newsid=18270 (03.01.2009)
! 2008! ! “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)”! Paul Weller
! ! ! “Tell Me What It’s Worth”! ! ! Lightspeed Champion
6.2. The recording process
6.2.1. Recording in the studio
As the setting hypothesised to be a key element in the variation in pop song 
pronunciation, it is therefore necessary to elaborate on the recording process 
itself, and to describe the different settings in a studio compared to a live 
venue. There are many ways to record, yet there are a few factors which hold 
true for almost every studio and live setting, and it is those which will be 
considered here. The recording process in a studio can differ vastly from a 
live performance, but it does not have to. 
Generally, there are different ways record a song. Either one records "live", 
which here means all instruments and vocals perform at the same time and 
are recorded over various microphones and then mixed. This very much 
represents an actual live performance. There can be alternations to this, 
which means that there may be more than one take, i.e. recordings, or 
overdubs, which are re-recordings of a single track. This is a very common 
practice. First the band records a song together and later on little things are 
added or are altered. 
More rarely with indie11 and rock music, one track is recorded after the other 
and only then layered to form the complete song. This allows many takes 
and alternations as one track is clearly assigned to one voice. Recordings of 
this type often include many programmed elements and effects that are used 
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11 Indie is a term applied for music which is guitar based and was originally promoted by 
independent labels. With the success of this type of music the term was used more broadly 
to refer to the specific style rather than the band’s label policy.
with the help of a computer. Also, this kind of recording can be done alone 
without the help of a producer or an engineer and is often chosen as a home 
recording amateur method.
As mentioned above, the "live" recording process is often preferred by indie 
artists because it also creates an atmosphere of intimacy and authenticity. As 
Moore put it in 2002 with reference to Paul Weller: "There is his practice of 
recording "live" in the studio, i.e. with an absolute minimum of the overdubs, 
multi-tracking and other devices which "cheat" the listening ear" (Moore 
2002, 212). The alleged superiority of live performance is also touched upon 
in Bannisters 2006 article where he discusses how the indie scene emphasises 
"liveness" and minimalism as much as amateurism in their recordings 
(Bannister 2006, 83f.).
This emphasis on a particular sound, meaning to sound cheap, with fuzzy 
background noises and distorted vocals, is surely a reference to analogue 
recording times, yet nowadays not as easily achieved. While some bands 
choose old equipment, instruments, amplifiers, effects, mixers etc. to master 
an "authentic" Sixties or Seventies feel, others use built in computer 
programme effects. Using these computer programmes is cheaper than 
buying "vintage gear", which is difficult to find and additionally so sought 
after that prices exceed most aspiring artists' imagination.
There are two programmes that are used in studios world wide, Logic Pro 
and Cubase. Both come in home user friendly Express or Essential versions 
that are limited, yet affordable. The full versions of these programmes offer 
recording possibilities beyond what could have been achieved with masses 
of hardware only fifteen years ago. The range of processes is so large it takes 
a professional to master and apply them in way required by professional 
recording artists.
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This leads to one of the most important factors of studio recording: the 
presence of a producer and engineer. While some bands and artists prefer to 
produce their songs themselves, others hire a professional producer who 
gives ideas about how to record a song and what it could and should sound 
like. The engineer, on the other hand, is responsible for making the machines 
and electronics work. In a studio there is a room for recording, with various 
separated booths for drums or vocals, and a mixing room where the 
producer and engineer work. Those two rooms are almost always separated 
by a a glass wall which deadens sound.
It is important to notice that the producer often enjoys some status of 
authority, he or she is the person with the plan and the musicians are 
supposed to act accordingly. In that respect the hierarchy changes in a live 
performance where the musicians are up on a stage and the audience follows 
them. In the studio, the producer is also a mediator of the sound, whereas 
live there is no such mediation. This holds not completely true, of course, 
because in a live setting there is also a sound engineer who employs the 
mixing desk. It is her or him at whom some weird and outraged gestures of 
musicians are directed when they are unhappy with what they hear.
The influence of the producer on the performing artists must not be 
underestimated. If the producer is not happy with a result, it has to be 
recorded again. I vividly remember reading an interview with Danny 
McNamara, singer of the band Embrace, some years ago, in which he told 
how the producer almost brought him to tears when recording a song. 
Apparently the producer asked him to imagine his girlfriend dead to achieve 
the level of sadness in his voice. This, of course, ties in with the framework of 
Emotional Phonetics, as the producer directly influenced the singer’s output 
by toying with his emotions. Hence, variation is not only influenced by the 
studio setting but also by a third party, here in form of a producer.
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6.2.2. Performing live
As mentioned above, the setting of a live performance can hardly be 
compared to the setting in a recording studio. Firstly, the positioning of a 
performer on stage is unlike the one in the studio, and what is even more 
important, the performer faces an audience. 
When performing live, the singer has to accomplish being heard over the 
noise of the crowd and the music the band is playing. This may at times be 
difficult, as the reaction of the listeners may distract the performer, or 
technical problems may interfere. While the interacting aspect of live singing 
can be named the cause of phono-stylistic variation and this variation may be 
initiated subconsciously, it should not be forgotten that a singer can also 
consciously adjust her or his speech, in order to achieve a comic effect or 
draw attention to a specific word or line.
The notion of variation is strong with some artists, and one of them, Paul 
Weller, whose song forms part of the data, puts emphasis on this on the LP 
sleeve of his 2008 collection of BBC recordings, where he wrote:
As for a live show I try and vary it as much as I can from the last 
time, but you can’t really prepare though, you don’t know until 
you get on that stage what it’s going to be like, what the sound’s 
going to be like, how the crowd will react to the songs, whether 
you’ll be any good or not, it’s all up in the air but that’s what 
makes it brilliant and makes you come back for more. That’s what 
I do, I mean I write and make records, but essentially what I do is 
play music live to people.
In indie music, the live performance tradition is valued highly and almost 
demands that a  live performances should exceed studio recordings. Judging 
from the price ranges of live tickets compared to those of recordings, this is 
understandable. Hardly any live performance sounds like a studio 
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performance, and it can be doubted whether this ever is the performer’s aim 
anyway. Going to, and indeed playing, a concert which sounds exactly like 
the record would be boring. Of course this does not hold true for all 
performers and performances, yet variation to some extent is fairly common, 
as long as it does not impede any communicative function. Seen in a more 
narrow linguistic context, the fact of variation also influences phonetic 
outputs. This has been established in linguistic research, and, in the words of 
Jennifer Pardo wrote:
Speech is variable in its realization, both within and between 
talkers, despite apparent consistency in perception. Somehow, a 
listener is able to overcome the phonetically disparate productions 
of phonemes to arrive at what a talker intends to say. (2006: 2382)
In this sense, some variation is also to be expected in pop songs, as the 
acoustically identical production of the same segment is nearly impossible 
(cf. Pardo 2006, 2382). This can be transposed from language to music 
because when a song is changed to an extent the audience cannot recognise it 
anymore, the point of the performance somehow gets lost. If there were too 
much variation, or variation that hinders perception, a song would lose its 
meaning and leave the audience bewildered. Just consider an instance where 
a singer forgets the lyrics of a song and substitutes the words for lalala. This 
surely happens many times, yet an audience expects to hear the words they 
know from the record, and paying someone to hear them sing lalala for three 
minutes is surely not what the majority of concert goers has in mind.
A live performance also differs from a recorded song version because it is not 
limited to the acoustic level alone. A live concert adds several layers to the 
performance of a song, such as the crowd watching the singer, gestures and 
facial movements, lighting, postures etc.; the audience singing along, 
clapping and cheering all play into the perception process, too. A song when 
performed live functions differently than one which is recorded in the studio. 
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It cannot be repeated, the level of attention within the listeners is generally 
lower because they are distracted and the purpose is simply another one 
when listening to a record. When going to a concert, one goes to “see” a 
band, not to hear them, which can be done quite satisfactorily at home. The 
expectations of the audience are based on what they heard on the record, but 
additionally hope that a live performance exceeds these expectations. A band 
is aware of this, and thus their aim to please the audience may not involve 
producing the best acoustic result.
7. Discussion
When talking about phono-stylistic variation in popular music, one should 
not forget to see the whole commercial product a pop song clearly is. If the 
pronunciation in pop songs were treated like the one in spoken language, 
one would leave out the whole idea of a song being performed. It is because 
of a song being performed in different settings, live and in the studio, that 
phono-stylistic variation is to be expected.
Stress placement and prosody is a difficult aspect of songs. The speech 
melody is outweighed by the melody of the song and thus investigating 
intonation as in spoken discourse would redundant. Also, stress has to be 
placed according to the rhythm of the song and can lead to syllables being 
stressed which usually would not be the case. Fortition processes may be 
expected to be distributed according to rhythm and also rhyme. In order to 
make two lines rhyme, words can be changed slightly in order to make a 
rhyme. An example for this occurs in the first verse of “Jacqueline”, where 
memory is sung as [-m.("m'/i"] in order to amount to the same number of 
syllables and rhyme with shame to see. In order to do so, two vowels are 
lengthened and one vowel is not reduced. This kind of processes do not 
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normally occur in spoken language but are typical for songs, where 
alternations are needed to fulfil the pattern of the songs.
Before analysing the data, some predictions about which processes occur can 
be made according to the theories outlined above. The notion of “ease of 
perception” has to be considered strongly, maybe even more strongly than 
with spoken speech, because when singing one requires more air and to 
distribute that successfully on all phonemes is at times difficult. It is hence to 
be expected that in songs with a high tempo and a high word rate phonemes 
will be strongly reduced or elided. It should also not be forgotten that 
emotions are conveyed with the singing and may have an influence on the 
pronunciation. It can be predicted that lines in songs which convey an 
aggressive meaning, will show traces of forceful articulation, such as strong 
aspiration.
Another factor is the “ease of perceptibility”. In order to make an audience 
understand the words one sings, clear pronunciation is required. This should 
especially include words in prominent position or those which carry 
important information. As the chorus often is the most prominent feature of a 
song, it is to expected that the words in it should be marked by 
foregrounding processes more than maybe those in the verses.
It has to be noted, however, that the quality of perception is the singer’s 
choice. An audience, apart from listening attentively, cannot change the 
speech signal and is totally dependent on the singer. If a singer, for 
whichever reason, chooses not wanting to be understood, perception is 
rather impossible. There are singers who sing just clearly enough to be 
understood on the records but when performing live the listener faces an 
unspecified sequence of sounds which simply make no sense, or only make 
sense to the experienced listener who already knows the lyrics. 
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Another very important aspect is whether the words that are sung in the live 
version are actually intended to be the same as in the studio version. There 
are some instances where the lyrics are modified in a live version, either by 
insertion or deletion of words, or by changing whole lines and verses. There 
are no rules for this. One has to be careful, though, not to compare segments 
and pointing out their differences when the intention was never actually to 
same.
For obvious reasons the scope of this paper is such as not to allow the 
investigation of all these details in full. Rather, it focuses on the most 
significant and salient aspects of the phenomena mentioned. There are many 
questions raised here which cannot be answered due there not being enough, 
if any, evidence in the collected data. This, however, leaves room for further 
investigations in the future, which cannot and will not be the issue here. 
Meanwhile, the collected data does allow some conclusions to be made about 
phono-stylistic variation in pop songs when performed in different settings.
7.1. Foregrounding processes
7.1.1. Foregrounding processes in consonants
7.1.1.1. Devoicing
Devoicing in this analysis only considers phonemes that would normally be 
voiced, this means devoicing after tautosyllabic segments as in that’s has not 
been considered as this is an obligatory process in English (cf. Donegan & 
Stampe 1979: 142) and there have been no violations regarding this in the 
songs. Two examples of devoicing in the songs are the final /d/ in kind, 
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realised as [k&ã*ñd] (in “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)”) or also in 
intervocalic position in lazy, which is sung as [-le*z)e0] in “Ice Age”.
The voicing of consonants requires more effort from the speaker12 than the 
production of a voiceless counterpart and consonants in any position (more 
frequently in initial and final position) are scarcely fully voiced, i.e. for the 
whole duration of the phoneme (cf. Roach 2000, 34f). This may be why 
devoicing proved to be a very frequent process in all the recordings. Even 
though from the perspective of ease of articulation, devoicing should be 
labelled a lenition process, yet in the context of pop songs, a devoiced 
consonant is easier to perceive than a voiced one, especially as vocals on 
music recordings have to stand out from a loud background which is filled 
by instruments. It is therefore that devoicing was here categorised as  a 
foregrounding process.
There is a total of 83 devoiced consonants in the recorded versions compared 
to 74 instances of devoicing in the live performances, adding up to a 
difference of nine. The numbers of devoicing occurring in each individual 
song are given in table (3) below, and it has to be stated that only consonants 
which were completely devoiced, which at no time were voiced, have been 
taken into account. 
There is a striking inconsistency in terms of whether devoicing occurs less 
often in a song when it is performed live than when performed in the studio. 
Apparently devoicing occurs overall less often live, yet in two songs, “All I 
Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” and “Sexy In Latin” it occurs more often in the 
live version.
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12 For a detailed discussion on the articulatory effort being higher in voiced consonants cf., 
for instance, Ohala 2005: 2. 
(3)
DEVOICING STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
All I Wanna Do (Is...) 19 23 +4
Ice Age 29 23 -6
Jacqueline 14 4 -10
Sexy In Latin 7 11 +4
Tell Me What It’s ... 14 13 -1
TOTAL 83 74 -9
The greatest discrepancy can be found in “Jacqueline” where there are 14 
devoiced segments in the studio version compared to 4 in the live version. 
When looking closer at the transcription of the song, a striking pattern can be 
found as to which segments are devoiced. As devoicing does not only reduce 
the difficulty of the speaker to produce a sound, but also at the same time 
enhances perceptibility, this requires that in that specific location the voicing 
is not phonemic and the whole word or segment may not be confused with 
another, unvoiced one. 
There are 11 cases of devoicing in the studio version of “Jacqueline” which 
involve either /d12/ or final /z/ and it is exactly these eleven instances where 
the processes is not applied in the live version (there is an additional 
devoicing in the live version compared to the studio version, which adds up 
to the total of -10). In the studio version final /z/ is sung as [z)] five times 
where [z] is sung in the live version, while /d12/ becomes [d1)+] six times 
where [d12] is voiced in the live recording. It is essential to notice that most 
devoicing processes which involve either the final voiced fricative /z/ or the 
voiced affricate /d12/ do not need to be voiced for the phoneme intention to 
be understood. For example, devoiced [d1)+] only occurs in the word and title 
Jacqueline. Perception is not influenced negatively (as in rendering it 
intelligible) because there is no word in the English language, which is 
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comprised of the sound sequence /-t1+,k0li"n/ and confusion is not possible, 
and the listener expects /-d12,k0li"n/ because of the song title anyhow. Hence 
compromising voicing and thus making production and perception easier 
seems logical.
If production and perception are simplified by devoicing, why then are there 
more devoiced segments in the studio version where breathing is easier, 
recording can be done in smaller sequences and the surrounding noise is 
lower? Finding that devoicing is only more frequent in two of the live 
versions was rather unexpected. This may be related to singers trying to sing 
more clearly in the studio, after all, this is the recording listeners will hear 
over and over again, and if the words can only be understood by the tenth 
time one hears it, it makes the lyrics seem rather redundant. Also, voiced 
segments “sound more” as in they are more suitable for singing because only 
voiced phonemes can carry a melody. Additionally, one has to remember that 
devoicing, especially of final voiced elements, while being a natural process 
in English, is suppressed at an early stage. The fact that the process is 
applied, meaning final voiced obstruents are devoiced, is indeed quite 
startling.
There are, however, two songs where more segments are devoiced in the 
respective live versions than in the studio recordings. In one of them,  Paul 
Weller’s “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)”, word inital /d/ and /b/ are 
devoiced in the very frequent words be and do because the are used in the 
chorus. Especially towards the end of the song, devoicing is very prominent 
in the live version and in two very emphatic instances during the climatic 
ending /b/ becomes an ejective, [b)’]. The foregrounding effect the devoicing 
has is clearly related to their prominent position in the song. Seeing as the 
words of the chorus are exactly the same as those of the title, fortified 
articulation may be expected and indeed happens. In a live setting a sharper 
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contrast to the surrounding segments is vital to the understanding of the 
words. By devoicing consonants, this foregrounding effect can be achieved.
7.1.1.2. Aspiration
Aspiration is a “[...] burst of noise [...] a period during which air escapes 
through the vocal folds, making a sound like h.” (Roach 2000: 34). As 
aspiration is default in fortis consonants in initial position of stressed 
syllables it is by no means unexpected that it is the most frequent process 
which was applied in the songs; the total number of occurrences in studio 
recordings is 116 compared to 92 live, which is 24 less. The most frequent 
position of aspiration is, as mentioned above, word initially and mostly 
affects the stops /t/ and /k/, yet these are also aspirated in medial position 
in unstressed syllables and in word final position: in “Sexy In Latin” back is 
realised as [bak&] with the final consonant being aspirated. As table (4) 
shows, the occurrences of aspiration are generally higher in the studio 
recordings than in the live recordings.
(4)
ASPIRATION STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
All I Wanna Do (Is...) 21 18 -3
Ice Age 36 20 -16
Jacqueline 10 5 -5
Sexy In Latin 20 20 0
Tell Me What It’s ... 29 29 0
TOTAL 116 92 -24
Two songs have exactly the same number of aspirated segments in the live 
and studio versions, “Tell Me What It’s Worth” and “Sexy In Latin”, which, 
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however,  does not mean that exactly the same phonemes were aspirated, but 
merely that the total number coincidentally turns out to be the same. The 
biggest discrepancy can be found in “Ice Age” where in the studio aspiration 
was applied 36 times and only 20 times in the live performance.  All 
instances of aspiration in the studio recording occur in a default position, 
where it may be expected, but 16 less of those are realised in the live version. 
There are two factors which may explain this difference:
First of all, aspiration requires quite some extra air, which can be a problem 
when singing live and not having the best breathing technique. Quite 
contrastingly, in the studio, one can record each part of the song, each line, 
separately and there is sufficient time for breathing. What enhances the 
difficulty of aspiration in “Ice Age” is that the song is sung faster live than on 
the record, which makes the pauses for breathing even shorter and 
articulation is difficult enough without aspiration. In the studio recording, 
aspiration also underlines the staccato of the song. Most words are 
monosyllabic and repeated several times in total accordance with the beat, 
and each word stands on its own and is clearly separated from its 
neighbours. To summarise, a higher tempo allows for less breathing time and 
hence aspiration occurs less often
And secondly, as pointed out in section 4 on Emotional Phonetics above, 
aspiration can also express emotional states and is not only used as a 
foregrounding process. Both in the live and the studio recording of “All I 
Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” there is a passage which differs greatly from the 
rest. To draw greater attention to this part of the song, it is marked by 
different instrumentation, as especially the guitars are more rhythmical while 
in the rest of the song they are more melodic which gives this passage a 
completely different, more aggressive mood. The aspiration in the words “I 
bathe in dust / I feel the most / I twist and turn turn / I’m lost and found” is 
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comparatively heavy, especially in final position in dust and most. The only 
instance where the live version differs in points of aspiration is in most which 
is reduced to [m's], compared to [m0%st&]. The reason for this passage 
being quite similar in the studio and in the live recording can be explained 
resorting to Emotional Phonetics, as the data suggests that agitation leads to 
higher intensity of the speech signal, and this includes aspiration (cf. Scherer 
1986: 161).
Additionally, as already touched upon in section 4, in the word sequence 
“kill, kill, kill” in “Tell Me What It’s Worth” the initial consonants are 
aspirated heavily. There the aspiration can likewise be attributed to 
emotional expression. The aggravated feelings, which were even audible on 
both recordings and thus not only perceptible to listeners present in the 
studio or the venue, are not only reflected in the words themselves but also 
in their forceful articulation as [k&*3 k&*3 k&*3]13.
There are only few instances where aspiration occurs in word final position, 
presumably to make the final consonant easier to perceive. In “Tell Me What 
It’s Worth”, final /k/ is aspirated in three words in the studio version and 
two of those also in the live version. The same phoneme is aspirated twice in 
park and dark in “Sexy In Latin”, yet only in the live version. Both words form 
a rhyme of two lines at the beginning of the second verse and the singer 
apparently placed comparatively more stress on the words when performing 
live than when in the studio. When looking at table (4) one can see that the 
numbers of aspiration for live and studio recording are the same, which then 
means that in two instances aspiration in default setting were dropped in the 
live version, where it was in the studio version.
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13  It is not always possible to interpret the singer’s emotions quite as clearly as in this 
passage, as judgement on emotions is difficult on vocal cues alone. In this passage, the 
succeeding line “when everything starts to suck” in addition to the vocal cues allowed for an 
interpretation that is not necessarily possible elsewhere.
In “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” two final stops are aspirated, in mind 
and kind. It is interesting to notice that the stops involved were probably 
intended as voiced consonants, were devoiced and then aspirated. Aspiration 
of a devoiced stop usually makes the listener perceive it as its voiceless 
equivalent (cf. Roach 2000, 34) yet in word final position, where aspiration 
does not generally occur in English - with exception for careful speech where 
speakers want to foreground certain elements - this aspiration does not lead 
to the words being interpreted as *maint and *kaint, which do not exist in 
English.
7.1.1.3. Affrication
The process of affrication involves a stop to which a fricative is added to 
form an affricate. Affricates thus are “rather complex consonants. They begin 
as plosives and end as fricatives” (Roach 2000: 48). This then means that if a 
stop is affricated this makes the sound more complex and hence more 
difficult to produce. Based on this it is here classified as a fortition process 
because affrication makes a segment stand out from its environment.
Yet not all affrications in the songs can be seen as fortition processes, but may 
rather be classified as lenition processes. Why is this discussed in the 
foregrounding section then? - Because what actually happens is more 
complex. This type of affrication involves the consonant cluster /d// which is 
realised as [d12] or [d)1+] in the words drinking (in “Sexy In Latin”) and 
drowning (in “Tell Me What It’s Worth”). The result is clearly an affricate and 
to arrive at this output more than one process has to be applied: The 
environment to form an affricate is suitable as both consonants /d/ and /// 
are homorganic, a precondition to form affricates (cf. Roach 2000: 49). The 
voiced alveolar approximant [/] is then changed into a postalveolar fricative 
which actually eases pronunciation in this context. The output so far is then 
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[d12] which, however, is only realised once - in the studio recording of “Sexy 
In Latin” - out of the four times this type of affrication happens. The other 
three affricates succumb to devoicing as well and, this being a foregrounding 
process (as established above), counteracting the backgrounding process of 
the actual affrication.
It is questionable as to whether the realisation of /d//as [d12] or [d)1+] is easier 
to understand by an audience or not. The affrication only occurs in two songs 
and there only once, and the number of possible environments for this type 
of affrication is very small. In fact, there are in all five songs only four 
instances of  /d/ which is followed by /r/ and the affrication process is 
applied in half of those. Out of two possible applications in “Tell Me What 
It’s Worth” one is realised, the one possible occurrence in “Sexy In Latin” is 
realised, and in “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” affrication does not 
happen. It is apparent that the process is dependent on the singer and even 
then is not applied consistently.
A different affrication process which (in the following case) is somehow 
similar to aspiration as it here involves more air to be produced can be heard 
in “Jacqueline”. In this song, the medial stop of the name Jacqueline is 
sometimes not realised as [k&] but as [k1x], which means that instead of 
aspiration a fricative follows the stop, resulting in an affricate. There are three 
instances of this in the studio version compared to one instance of [k1x] in the 
live version, yet there it occurs in a different word in the first verse, kiss.
When there is affrication of this type in a song it may be expected that many 
of the voiceless velar stops, which are not affricated, are aspirated. This holds 
true for the studio version of “Jacqueline” where there are 10 aspirated 
segments, but in the live version only half as many; 3 of those plus the one 
occurrence of affrication are gathered in the first verse. The position in the 
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first verse may be attributed to the fact that a singer, when not sufficiently 
trained, may have trouble breathing as the song progresses, as I already 
pointed out in my hypothesis. Hence, foregrounding processes are expected 
to occur less often in live recordings.
While one plausible explanation for this type of affrication only occurring in 
only one song, and especially this one, is that the band performing the song, 
The Coral, are from Liverpool, where the affrication of voiceless stops forms 
part of the dialect (cf. Hughes, Trudgill & Watt 2005: 98). It is interesting, 
however, that this foregrounding process almost vanishes in the live version 
and a less regionally marked articulatory target is chosen. Again this may be 
attributed to respiration restrictions, which, however, contradicts another 
distinct process in this song. A more plausible explanation, therefore, may be 
that the performance in front of a London audience led to the singer choosing 
a different realisation14.
There are also occurrences of the voiceless labial-velar fricative /4/, which is 
a phoneme whose realisation is again limited to this song. The phoneme 
occurs twice in the live version and thrice in the studio version at the 
beginning of the interrogative pronouns what, where and when, yet not at the 
same position in the song. As this kind of phoneme in this song only occurs 
in inital position of wh-words (and in all other songs not at all), it is necessary 
to point out that throughout the song there are only 6 possible positions for /
4/ to be voiced, and the percentage of its realisation is quite high (50% 
studio and 33% live). According to Hughes, Trudgill & Watts (2005: 97-99) 
this phoneme is not part of the Merseyside dialect but is generally attributed 
to more northern accents. It is, nonetheless, clearly a foregrounding process 
and even if its use can not be attributed to a dialectal input, it makes the 
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14  Trudgill’s study on pop songs included accommodation theory as an explanation for 
phono-stylistic variation in respect of an audience. While it may not account for all variation, 
here, it appears to be suitable.
segment stand out and easier to perceive. In terms of respiration as 
mentioned above, similar to aspiration, the spirantisation and simultaneous 
devoicing of the labial-velar approximant /w/ can be predicted to occur less 
in live situations but the set of data on hand is too limited to provide 
conclusive evidence.
7.1.2. Foregrounding processes in vowels
7.1.2.1. Lowering
The process of lowering involves vowels to be produced with the mouth 
being open wider and has the effect of more sonority and thus loudness (cf. 
Donegan 1978: 35f.). In terms of making one understood, it seems reasonable 
to assume that processes which make vowels more easily perceptible are 
applied in singing15. The stronger the deviation from the neutral/central 
position, the easier to identify a vowel becomes, and in a live recording this 
may be essential. In “Ice Age”, for example, the vowel in far is lowered in the 
live version to [fa"], compared to the studio recording [f#"]. As argued, the 
vowel becomes more sonorant because of the lowering process and thus is 
easier perceptible.
There are several instances of lowering in the songs, which here means that 
one realisation is lower than the respective one in the other recording. As 
predicted, lowering occurs more often in the live versions than in the studio 
versions. One instance is the case of crunching in “Tell Me What It’s 
Worth” (discussed further in 7.2.2.) where in the studio the first vowel is 
realised as [5] and live as ["]. In the live version the lower vowel was chosen 
and fulfils listeners’ expectations more than the closed variant. The 
realisation as [5] is rather surprising as the singer, Devonte Hynes, is from 
Southern England and his singing throughout the song is generally Southern, 
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15 This does exclude, of course, singers who mumble intentionally to obscure their lyrics.
as he clearly distinguishes between /,/ and /%/. When performing live, 
however, a more listener friendly (and more consistent) realisation is chosen. 
Listener friendly in the sense that a London setting, with a presumably 
Southern audience, will be more used to a Southern realisation.
In “Sexy In Latin” there are four different segments which are affected by 
lowering in the live version. First of all, the diphthong /0%/ in hold and don’t 
is realised as [6%], with the first element noticeably lowered. This does not 
affect all instances but the lowering affects diphthongs at the beginning of 
the song. This instance of lowering, which affects the first element of the 
diphthong /0%/, enhances sonority and thus perceptibility especially in a 
song with quick pace and loud instrumentation
Another apparent instance of lowering in “Sexy In Latin”, which occurs in 
the word scratched in the first verse of the live version, cannot be conclusively 
identified as a foregrounding process. In the studio recording the word is 
realised with an [æ], and in the live recording the vowel is lowered to [a]. In 
the third verse of both versions the word is sung as [sk/at1+] with the lower 
variant. The lowering of [æ] to [a] cannot only be explained as a 
foregrounding process.  It could be judged to be just that when looking at the 
data alone and not considering that the singer is from the North of England 
where the realisation of  [a] is common in words like scratch (cf. Wells 1982: 
353-356). The difference here is hence not caused by a foregrounding process 
but merely by the choosing of a different articulatory target. In the one 
instance of [æ], apparently a different, more Southern target was chosen. It 
seems strange that this happens in the studio version and not in the live 
version when facing a Southern audience. Yet again the [a] might be 
consciously used to mark the singer’s Northern identity and to contrast 
himself from the audience.
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The similar change of input can be heard in the word come where in the 
studio versions the vowel is [%] and in the live version is lowered to [,]. 
Interestingly enough here the inputs swap place and the Southern 
articulatory target is chosen for the live version. This may be due to the fact 
that the Southern variant is more sonorant or that the performance was in 
London, hence in front of a Southern audience. Another example in which 
the Northern target outdoes the Southern target used in the recorded version 
is dark where the vowel in the live recording is [a"] compared to [#"]; yet 
again the fronting leads to more sonority. Generally it can be said that even 
though the singer is not dialectally consistent all instances of lowering 
enhance sonority and with that intelligibility.
Also, seen in a larger context, the more back vowel [#"] seems to be out of 
place. Dark forms a rhyme with far, and as far is realised with the front open 
vowel [a"], the more Southern realisation of dark does not rhyme fully. In the 
live version the rhyme works perfectly.
7.1.2.2. Diphthongisation
Diphthongisation is a process by which pure vowels are lengthened and a 
second element is added to form a vowel glide, a diphthong. In England the 
long vowels /u"/and /i"/ tend to be diphthongised in the South, this 
happens in Received Pronunciation as well as in Estuary English (cf. Gimson 
1989: 102), making this a rather common process. Compared to the other 
process which were analysed, diphthongisation turns out to be applied 
rarely. As table (5) shows, the process is generally applied more in studio 
recordings than in their respective live version.                              
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(5)
DIPHTHONGISATION STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
All I Wanna Do (Is...) 1 0 -1
Ice Age 7 3 -4
Jacqueline 0 0 0
Sexy In Latin 2 2 0
Tell Me What It’s ... 2 0 -2
TOTAL 12 5 -7
There is a startling amount of diphthongisations in “Ice Age”, where the 
occurrences add up to 7 in the studio and 5 live, making up more than half of 
the total. In the studio recording of the song, the word reading is consistently 
realised as [-/*07d)*(n] with the long front close vowel /i"/being diphthongised. 
The live version differs from this, and the diphthongised variant is only sung 
once.
The remaining instances of diphthongisation occur at word final position in 
sorry and lazy. In both cases the final vowel is lengthened and diphthongised 
to [e0], and again the process is applied more often in the studio version. In 
the live version, which is played quicker than the studio version, 
diphthongisation may not be possible because the time span to perform the 
vowel glide is too short. The monophthong in reading on the live recording is 
audibly shorter than the diphthong on the studio version and it may be due 
to the tempo that diphthongisation is not applied.
7.1.2.3. Lengthening
When an otherwise short vowel is lengthened, this is usually connected to it 
taking a more prominent position in a phrase, for instance when carrying 
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stress (cf. Donegan 1978: 54). A prominent position in a song is towards the 
end of a line, which is often part of a rhyme. It comes as no surprise that 
lengthened vowels are found at the end of lines in the songs observed here.
To form a rhyme with see the final vowel in memory in “Jacqueline” is 
lengthened to [i"] in both versions. And in “Sexy In Latin” realisations of you 
vary between [j08], [j98] and [j5"]. When you is sung at the end of a line it is 
first of all reduced to have a more central quality but then lengthened. It is, 
however, never realised as [ju"]. This makes it, in a way, a foregrounding 
process applied to a backgrounded segment. The longer central variant may 
still be easier to produce than the one with the close back vowel.
7.1.3. Insertion
The lengthening of syllables or phonemes is often achieved by the insertion 
of an extra element. If syllables have to be stretched out over more beats or 
notes then insertion is usually applied. This can mean the insertion of an 
extra vowel, as in “Sexy In Latin” where on is realised as [-'-h'(n] to fit to the 
rhythmical pattern of the song. Another, and altogether different example 
can be found in “Ice Age” where at several occasions the word and is inserted 
to fill the gap between two lines. The numbers of insertion are different from 
song to song as table (6) shows and are largely dependent on the song’s 
individual needs.
(6)
INSERTION STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
All I Wanna Do (Is...) 0 2 0
Ice Age 3 7 +4
Jacqueline 1 1 0
Sexy In Latin 14 15 +1
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INSERTION STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
Tell Me What It’s ... 1 4 +3
TOTAL 19 27 +8
When a word has to be stretched over a longer period of time, to cope, an 
additional, identical syllable is inserted. So, for instance, in “Ice Age” have is 
sung in a way to last for additional time and realised as [ha-ha"v], where the 
first two phonemes are sung twice and the vowel is lengthened additionally. 
This is similar to what happens in “Sexy In Latin” where towards the end of 
the song the words hold on are repeated six times, and each time sung as 
[h0%h0%3d '.'(n] with a syllable inserted in each word. The purpose of the 
insertions is simply to make the words carry more melody and these 
instances alone explain the high numbers of insertion of the song compared 
to the other ones.
The song where the discrepancy between studio and live versions is the 
highest is “Ice Age”. There are four more insertions in the live versions 
compared to the studio versions, and all four are of the same type. As 
mentioned above, the word and is inserted at the end / beginning of lines to 
link them and to fill the gap. As the lyrics are written to have one syllable for 
each beat the and fills up empty space and makes the singing more 
continuous in the live version. As the insertion of the word does not have 
any value in terms of meaning but is only restricted to its function of filling a 
rhythmical gap, this can be attributed to phonology, and is similar to 
attaching an extra vowel, as in “Sexy In Latin”.
In the same song a different instance of insertion can be found. In the first 
line, the word one is sung in the studio recording as [-w'(n07h] and in the live 
recording as [-w'(n0:]. In both cases a schwa and a glottal fricative have been 
added to the end of the word. Again the syllable is added to make a 
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monosyllabic word to fill the space where two syllables would fit according 
to the rhythm of the song. The realisation of final [h] and even final [:] is, 
however, very uncommon in English. Especially the latter phoneme is rather 
unexpected as it generally does not exist in English, while the additional 
voiceless counterpart, [h], seems to appear in preparation of the preceding /
h/ which follows in who. The use of the voiced phoneme is probably related 
to the fact that voiced consonants can carry melody, and as pointed out in 
section 7.1.1.1., devoicing is less favoured in live performance.
Another aspect of insertion is the use of intrusive /r/ in “All I Wanna Do (Is 
Be With You)”. There, the only instance of such an /r/ occurring in the whole 
set of data (it is admittedly the only environment where this could happen) is 
between the words draw upon. In both the live and the studio version those 
words are sung as [d/;"/<0-p'(n] and are clearly linked by the use of an /r/. 
In effect this makes the passage more fluent and sound “more gentle” as 
there is no break. A sharp contrast to this can be found in “Ice Age” where an 
linking /r/ between the words for a is not realised and each word stands 
separately. It has been pointed out above that in this song each syllable 
occupies one beat and by not linking the elements this effect can actually be 
achieved. Additionally, both songs differ in their moods and a more “gentle” 
pronunciation in “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” includes intrusive /r/ 
while the more aggressive singing in “Ice Age” excludes linking by an /r/.
Differently to what Trudgill found in his 1982 paper, the singing of the bands 
analysed here is consistently non-rhotic. There is only one non-prevocalic /r/
to be found in the data, in “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)”. In the live 
version turn is twice realised as [t&=("n], while in the studio version this 
remains completely non-rhotic.
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7.2. Backgrounding processes
7.2.1. Voicing
The process of voicing affects elements that are usually realised without 
voicing but in a specific environment are voiced. In the songs this generally 
involves the phoneme /t/ in intervocalic position. As mentioned in section 
2., intervocalic /t/ voicing was an element inherent to “pop-song style” and 
apparently deemed to be very common - according to Peter Trudgill (see 
section 2). Even though there are some instances of /t/ being voiced, which 
is also sometimes called “flapped”, it cannot be said to be the norm. A 
voiced /t/ was represented in the transcription as [t!] rather than [d] or [>] in 
to be more iconic.
As it is shown in table (7) the process of voicing is applied rarely in some 
songs, and the overall numbers are fairly small, 28 studio and 26 live. The 
number of intervocalic /t/which could be voiced is much higher.
(7)
VOICING STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
All I Wanna Do (Is...) 5 5 0
Ice Age 1 1 0
Jacqueline 3 3 -2
Sexy In Latin 6 8 +2
Tell Me What It’s ... 13 11 -2
TOTAL 28 26 -2
In those songs with more than one instance of /t/ voicing, the process 
usually occurs in the same sequences. “Tell Me What It’s Worth”, for 
instance, has such a high number of voicing processes because in each chorus 
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the intervocalic /t/ in what it is realised as [t!]. This realisation is constant 
throughout the song. The discrepancy of two less applications in the live 
version are due to the fact that one sequence where the process is applied in 
the studio version is simply not sung in the live version, that is,  the words 
are different. The other instance of voicing which is not realised in the live 
recording is the voicing of the final /k/ in the very first word of the song, 
crack. 
7.2.2. Monophthongisation and shortening
In the recordings, some diphthongs are reduced to monophthongs. The 
process of monophthongisation describes the realisation of an otherwise 
diphthong like, for instance, /a%/, as a monophthong like [#"]. Overall the 
number of monophthongisations is larger in the studio recordings than in the 
live recordings, but, as table (9) shows, there are actually three songs where 
the process is applied more frequently in the live version.
(9)
MONOPHTHONGISATION STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
All I Wanna Do (Is...) 10 11 +1
Ice Age 23 28 +5
Jacqueline 13 7 -6
Sexy In Latin 12 8 -4
Tell Me What It’s .. 4 5 +1
TOTAL 66 59 -7
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There are not many instances in the songs where monophthongisation occurs 
alone without a simultaneous application of shortening. These instances can 
be found in the songs of the Northern bands, Little Man Tate and The Coral. 
In their singing some diphthongs are realised as monophthongs because of 
different dialectal articulatory targets and are not shortened. 
In the live versions the process is applied less than in the studio recordings, 
so, for instance, came in “Jacqueline” is in the studio [k&.("m] and live [k?*(m]. 
There are more instances like this, and it seems as if the singer opted for the 
non regionally marked variant when performing live more often than in the 
studio.
A different type of monophthongisation occurs frequently in “Ice Age” and 
“All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)”, where I  is reduced to the first part of the 
diphthong /a*/ to only [a]. The numbers for “Ice Age” appear to be rather 
high but this is simply because I occurs so many times in the song and is in 
the majority of cases reduced.
Generally it can be said that when monophthongisation can be explained 
through a different dialectal input the occurrences are more frequent in the 
studio versions. If, however, segments are monophthongised and reduced to 
ease articulation they occur more often in the live versions.
7.2.3. Elision
The most frequent backgrounding process in the songs was elision, a process 
the nature of which Peter Roach sums up to “under certain circumstances 
sounds disappear.” (Roach 2000: 142). This chapter will point out some of 
these “circumstances” of elision in the songs and try to explain why and 
which phonemes were made to “disappear”.
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But first returning to the numbers, there were a total of 95 phonemes elided 
in the studio recordings and 110 in the live versions, summing up to 15 more 
in the latter. Table (8) illustrates the distribution of elision processes for each 
song performed live and in the studio.
(8)
ELISION STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
All I Wanna Do (Is...) 10 15 +5
Ice Age 15 23 +8
Jacqueline 10 10 0
Sexy In Latin 35 32 -3
Tell Me What It’s 
Worth
25 30 +5
TOTAL 95 110 +15
Overall, elision occurs mostly in final position and it is mostly alveolar 
consonants that are elided. So, for instance, the final /t/ of must, just or the 
final /d/ in and are not realised at all. Another common elision is the loss of /
v/ in final position, as in I’ve, which is either realised as [a*] or in a even 
more reduced form: [a]. The elision of final elements happens also in 
prominent position, in “Tell Me What It’s Worth” worth is an essential 
component of the chorus, yet the final fricative /@/ is not once realised, 
rather, articulation stops after the long central vowel.
Yet, in this song, elision not only occurs word finally, but also in inital 
consonant clusters, as in crunching. The word thus becomes [-k&5(nt1+*(n] in the 
studio recording and [-k&,(nt1+*(n] in the live recording with the voiced 
alveolar approximant being dropped in both versions. Similarly clean is sung 
as [k&A8n] in the studio version, while the /l/ is realised in the live version. 
Contrary to elision of final /d/ or /t/, these cases obscure understanding. 
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Elision within a consonant cluster of that sort is not a common 
backgrounding process, at least I have not come across this before, and to 
guess the speakers intention from this output is rather difficult, if not 
impossible16. When listening to the recorded version and simultaneously 
reading the lyrics one might not even notice the elision, but when listening to 
the song unaided the difference is quite startling. This may be a reason why 
the elision does not occur in the live version.
Taking a closer look at the one song where less elision occurs in the live 
recording than in the studio recording, “Sexy In Latin”, some interesting 
aspects present themselves: in the first line of the song the two words village 
store are realised very differently live than on the record. Especially the 
affricate sequence that links the two words is affected by lenition processes. 
While in the studio version the passage is sung as [-v*l*d)1+ +t;"] with the 
initial /s/ being assimilated to the preceding ‘voiceless’ affricate (see section 
7.1.1.1. for the devoicing process regarding the affricate), the consonant 
cluster is still realised. In the live version the relevant words are realised 
[-v*3*+ s;"] with two alveolar stops elided. While in the studio version one 
backgrounding process, assimilation, occurs, in the live version a completely 
different one changes the sequence: elision.
In terms of perception, the application of both processes at the same time 
would be impossible. A supposed form of *[v*3*+ +#"] which combines 
assimilation and elision may not be understood. The question now is why 
the singer chose two very different lenition processes for the same sequence 
in two different situations. The most likely explanation lies with the tempo of 
the song. The studio version, even though being upbeat and demanding 
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16 I asked three people to listen to the relevant passages in the studio recording and tell me 
what they understood. While two of them offered no guess for crunching but could tell me 
what they heard was [-k&5t1+nB] one guess was kitchen as it was deemed to be the word closest 
to this output. The other item, clean, was understood by all three as can, and the sounds they 
heard were describes as [k&0(n].
rapid articulation of the two words, is still considerably slower than the live 
performance. While this seems to have generally little effect on the 
pronunciation in this song, the stops in this cluster appear to have been 
elided for the sake of speed, as it would be difficult to articulate the cluster in 
time to fit the rhythm of the song. This type of backgrounding process is 
fairly common in rapid speed generally and to elide elements in this difficult 
cluster eases production noticeably.
Another interesting elision occurs in “Ice Age”. Here, in the the first verse 
news, in the studio recording, is sung as [nu"z)] which in the live version this 
becomes [nju"z)]. The question is whether there is an extra voiced palatal 
approximant inserted in the live version or this phoneme is elided in the 
studio version. Judging from the other examples of the song where nudity is 
constantly realised as [-njC"d*t&i] in both versions it follows to classify the 
process as an elision which means that the segment is backgrounded in the 
studio version. By doing so the perception for the listener is less simple yet, 
and this is another important aspect, the elision leads to news rhyming better 
with truth in the preceding line. The quality of the rhyme is given up in the 
live version for better understanding.
Another form of elision, which is very common in all forms of casual speech, 
is the reduction and cliticisation of very frequent words, and especially the 
verbs have and be are affected. Have is either reduced to [$v] or merely [v], 
where the former appears frequently in “Sexy In Latin” and the latter in “Ice 
Age”. Only in stressed position have is fully pronounced, namely in 
“Jacqueline” where has is sung exactly on the beat is hence the most 
prominent syllable in the line. Therefore reduction is neither applied in the 
studio nor in the live recording. In the case of be, the first person singular am 
is in all instances reduced to [m] and in many instances the third person 
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singular is realised as [s]. Because the verbs do not carry stress or actual 
meaning, they are strongly reduced.
Some syllables are reduced even further up to a point where a consonant is 
then syllabified and stands for the peak of the syllable. The process can be 
found in “Sexy In Latin” where in the both versions changing now is reduced 
to [t1+?*(n+n B nB] with two neighbouring nasals being syllabified. The 
syllabification here allows for all the words to fit the line according to 
rhythm. As mentioned before, the tempo of the song is relevant in this 
respect, and as the liver version is quicker than the studio version, 
syllabification occurs more frequently. In the live recording written is 
constantly realised as [-/*$nB] while in the studio recording this is [-/*$*(n]. The 
words of the chorus are “ Something’s happening / It’s written on the wall 
that you’re sexy in Latin / This time come on / Everything’s changing now 
we can’t hold on” and each section between slashes is sung to fit one bar. The 
first line consists of four syllables and the next line, which is realised in 
exactly the same amount of beats, thirteen syllables are sung; similarly in the 
third line four syllables are followed by ten in the fourth line. For the singer 
to be able to articulate all of these syllables in time, syllabification and other 
reduction and elision processes need to be applied. More syllabification 
occurs in the live version because it performed more rapidly.
7.3. Location, location location
In the first verse of The Rifles’s “I Could Never Lie”17, singer Joel Stoker 
realises have as [æv] and drops the initial /h/. All throughout the rest of 
song, however, he realises initial /h/. This seems inconsistent and random, 
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17 This song was not part of the actual investigation but similar to examples quoted above it 
helps to illustrate processes in pop songs in general.
yet it can easily be explained. In Natural Phonology the setting and 
phonological environment of a segment is vital to its realisation, and the 
pronunciation of pop songs depends on the music that surrounds it. The 
formerly mentioned have occurs at the beginning of the song, because 
instrumentation is limited (one guitar, tambourine and bass) and the 
background, and hence distracting, sound is minimal. A realisation without 
an initial /h/ does not affect perception at all, yet the word hide in the chorus, 
being accompanied by the full band, needs the initial fricative to stand out 
from the musical background and to be recognised. Also a realisation 
without /h/ is not unexpected as the singer is from London and the dialectal 
input surely does not include the initial fricative.
This example illustrates how important it is not to forget the position of a 
specific segment within a song. There are so many features which only occur 
once or twice in a song, but instead of labelling these as being inconsistent, 
one should consider the reason for why the segments occur in this realisation 
at this position. One example from the songs that have been under close 
examination in this paper shows the importance of positioning nicely. In 
“Sexy In Latin” by Little Man Tate, singer Jon Windle includes two very 
interesting fortitions in the last verse. It has to be said that this verse, 
contrasting to the pervious two verses, is accompanied more quietly and 
especially in the relevant part instruments are only strummed once a bar. 
This allows for the vocals to be heard very clearly and comparatively loudly. 
In a live setting surroundings are different and while in the recorded version 
the passage shows no peculiarities, in the live version the word something is 
suddenly realised as [-s%(mp1f*(n] with an (emphatic) bilabial stop inserted 
between the nasal and the voiceless fricative. This fortification process is 
similar to the one described by Donegan and Stampe, where a stop is 
inserted between a nasal and a spirant (Donegan & Stampe 1979: 143). It has 
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to be mentioned that this happens only once in ten times something is sung in 
the song18. Clearly the prominent position of the word affects its realisation 
with an emphatic stop inserted.
Another striking example, just a few beats earlier, should be considered as 
well. In the recorded version twenty-four is realised as [-t&w?ni f;"], a rather 
common variant, yet in the live version this becomes [-t&w?ni fD’;"]. The first 
process which will be considered here is the elision of /t/ in the second 
syllable of twenty, a backgrounding process, which occurs in both versions. 
The more remarkable process happens in the word four in the live version, 
where the initial sound is a dentolabial ejective, which is a sound that is 
neither included in the English phoneme inventory nor in the IPA chart. This 
makes it an unusual finding, yet it is easily identified as a fortition process. 
By transforming the fricative into an ejective, the segment is foregrounded 
and contrasts more with its environment, especially as a backgrounding 
process is applied in the preceding segment.
Still it can be safely assumed that the singer did not intend to produce a 
dentolabial ejective as he is probably not aware of either this phoneme 
existing, or the fact that he is capable of producing it. The intended sound 
must have been merely the fricative [f] and indeed so must have been the 
perceived sound, yet the fortition/foregrounding process gave a different 
output. It is striking that two rather exceptional instances of foregrounding 
should occur within one verse, but it is less surprising when considering 
their prominent position in the song. The singer apparently tried to 
pronounce the third verse very clearly and distinctly, and by doing so he 
subconsciously fortified the voiceless dentolabial fricative.
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18 For the sake of completion, a similar process is applied in the second verse where, again in 
the live version,  far becomes [p 1fa"]. The prominent position of the word towards the end of 
the line, and it’s function as a rhyming word may account for the fortition/foregrunding 
process.
When looking at the other songs, it came as a surprise to find two more 
ejectives. There is a alveolar ejective in “Tell Me What It’s Worth” in initial 
position of dead, and in “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” a bilabial ejective 
is realised in the word in be (also see section 7.1.1.1.). Similar to the 
dentolabial ejective in “Sexy In Latin” the positions of the phonemes are not 
coincidental. Dead, in the second verse of the song, is realised as [d )’ed]19 in 
both the live and studio recording. The word, especially in this context, is 
emotionally loaded and choosing such a foregrounded realisation appears to 
be connected to this. The realisation is not dependant on the setting but on 
the content or meaning of the word which explains why the alveolar ejective 
is produced in both recordings.
In “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” a bilabial ejective appears twice 
towards at the end of the live recording of the song in be. Here the musical 
context and setting influenced the fortition process and can be explained by 
the need of foregrounding the element because of the climatic effect at this 
stage of the song. The point of the song in terms of meaning is to “be with 
you” and at the end this is repeated six times in a very short time. The use of 
the ejective makes this wish, despite its obvious importance underlined by 
repetition, seem even more forceful.
7.4. Different lyrics
There are some differences in the live and studio recordings that go beyond 
phonetics and phonology. In some songs the lyrics are simply changed and 
different words are sung. A comparison between these passages is then 
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19 The transcription shows the ejective as a devoiced [d)], based on the nature of ejectives, 
they can never be voiced, however, in this context, the representation as devoiced instead of 
voiceless was chosen to be more iconic if not entirely phonetically correct.
redundant because they should differ. The fact that foregrounding and 
backgrounding processes are applied nonetheless cannot be doubted.
There are only two songs where the words of the live version differ from the 
one in the studio recording (leaving the odd insertion of and in “Ice Age” 
aside). Those are “Tell Me What It’s Worth” and “All I Wanna Do (Is Be With 
You)”, and in each song two lines are different. In “All I Wanna Do (Is Be 
With You)” I’m not out to is twice substituted in the live version by I’m not 
looking to. The lyrical change in “Tell Me What It’s Worth” is the following: So 
tell us that we’re spelling everything wrong becomes tell us that we’re doing 
everything wrong and ‘cos I’ve just turned bright red is live I think I turned red. 
Notice that the live versions are each one syllable short.
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8. Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to show the phono-stylistic variation in British pop 
songs, and the main question is whether the pronunciation differs in live 
recordings when compared to studio recordings. Then, given the existence of 
such variation, the subsequent question ensued how the pronunciation 
varies and how this can be explained with help of  Natural Phonology.
The answer to whether there is variation in a singer’s speech due to different 
recording settings can be answered with an irrefragable yes. Differences 
regarding pronunciation can be heard in the chosen recordings, sometimes 
even without observing it too closely. When considering the phonetic 
transcriptions of the songs, much variation is to be found and to be 
considered. One main goal was to attribute the variation to processes and 
then group them, according to the distinction as proposed by Natural 
Phonology, into foregrounding and backgrounding processes.
Five songs were transcribed and patterns of variation seemed to appear. 
Seven distinct processes have been chosen to be analysed in depth because 
they concerned all recordings. The application of these processes were then 
counted and the numbers were discussed in the respective sections. Even 
though the numbers were sometimes contradictory and the application of 
one process was more frequent in one song than others, some general 
remarks can be made.
The dichotomous concept between speaker and listener as proposed by NP 
can explain a great number of processes which determine the phonetic 
variation in the songs. There are some processes which favour the singer, as 
for instance, elision occurs more frequently in live recordings because it is 
demanded by the greater exertion on the singer’s behalf. In a studio setting, 
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where a singer can re-record there is no such pressure and greater emphasis 
can be put on producing a result which can be understood by the listener. It 
therefore comes as no surprise that fortition processes like aspiration are 
applied more frequently in studio recordings. 
It was shown, however, that the theory of Natural Phonology cannot explain 
all variation in the songs. There are a great number of influences on the 
pronunciation of singers which cannot be accounted for, and the mere 
recorded data does not allow for conclusions to be drawn. The fact that the 
variation can be explained by processes is out of the question, yet to account 
for all variation without considering different dialectal articulatory targets 
would be unsafe. It has to be said that the theory as well as the scope of this 
paper met its limits in this study, and even though there is phono-stylistic 
variation in pop songs, the question as to why it occurs remains yet to be 
answered.
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I’m not out to convince you! ! Or draw upon your mind! ! I’m not out to rinse you! !
ãm n"t# a$ t%u k%&'n(v)'n *u+! ! & d,-+,.&(p/'n j$& mã)'nd0%! ! ã)'m n"t# a$ t%& r)'ns ju+! !
ãm n/t# a$ t%u1 k/'n(v)'n *a+! ! -+ d,-+,.&(p/'n j$& mã)'nd0%! ! ã)'m n"t# (l$k%)'n t%& r)'ns ja+! !
You know I’m not that kind! ! All I wanna do is be with you! ! All I wanna do is be with you
& n&$ ãm n/ 2æ k%ã)ñd0%!! ! -+3 a (w/'n& du+ )z b0i+ w)4 ju+! ! "l a (w"'n& du+ )z bi+ w)4 ju+
j& n&$ ãm n"5 2æ5 kã)ñ!! ! -+l a (w/'n& d 0u+ )z0 bi+ w)2 ju+! ! "l a (w/'n& d0u+ )z bi+ w)2 ju+
I’m not here to begin ya!! ! I’m neither clever nor confused! I’m not looking to steal ya
ãm n"t% h)& t%$ b&(g0)'n ja+! ! ã)'m (na)4& (k%lev6 n-+ k&'n(fju+z0d0! ã)'m n"t (l$k%)'7 t%& sti+l ja+
ã)'m n"t# h)e t%$ b0&(g)'n ja+! ! ãm (na)4& (k%lev& n-+ k&'n(fju+z0!! ã)'m n/5 (l$k%)'7 t%$ sti+l ja+
Don’t want you feeling used! ! All I wanna do is be with you! ! All I wanna do is be with you
! ! ! ! ! !
d0&'$' w&'$'nt *u+ (fi+l)'n ju+z0d0! ! "l a (w/'n& du+ )z bi+ w)4 ju+! ! "l a) (w/'n& du+ )z bi+ w)4 ju+
d0&'$'n w/'n *u+ (fi+l)'7 ju+z0!! ! "l a (w/'n& du+ )z bi+ w)4 ju+! ! -+l a (w/'n& d 0u+ )z 0 bi+ w)4 ju+
“All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)”
I bathe in dust! ! I feel the most! ! I twist and turn turn! ! I’m lost and found! ! In a moment
a" be"# "$n d%st&! ! a" fi'l #( m()st&! ! a" t&w"st æ$n t&*$'n! t&*$'n! ! ã"$m l+st æ $n fã)$nd,! ! "$n ($ -m($)$m($nt&
a be"# "$n d%st&! ! a" fi'. #( m+s! ! a" t&w"st æ$n t&/$'n!t&/$'n! ! ã"$m l+st æ $n fã)$nd,! ! n 0 ($ m($)$m($nt&
In a single moment! I’m not out to chain you!! Lead you forward from behind! I’m not here to pain you
"$n ( -s"$1g(. -m($)$m($'n! ã"$m n2t3 a) t&( t456"$n ju'! ! li'd47) -f2'w(d f8+$m b"-hã"$nd,! ! ã"$m n+t 3 h"( t&( p&6"$n ju'
"$n ( s"$1gl0 m($)$m($'! ã"$m n2t3 -l)k&"$n t&( t456"$n 5a'! li'd47u' -f9'w(d f8+$m b"-hã"$nd,! ! a" d($)$ w2$n t&( t&e"k3 dã')$ 
You know I’m not that kind! ! All I wanna do is be with you! ! All I wanna do is be with you! ! Be with you
j( n() ãm n+t3 :æ k&ã"ñ! ! ! 9'l a -w+$n( du' "z b,i' w": ju'! ! 9'l a -w+$n( d,u' "z bi' w": ju'! ! bi' w"# ju'
j) n() ãm n2 :æ k&ã"ñd!, ! 9'l a -w+$n( d ,u' "z bi' w"# ju'! ! 9'l a -w+$n( d ,u' "z bi' w"# ju'! ! bi' w": ju'
Be with you! ! Be with you!! All I wanna do is be with you!  ! With you! ! Be with you
bi' w"# ju'! ! bi' w"# ju'! ! 9'l a -w+$n( du' "z b,i' w": ju'! ! w": ju'! ! b,i' w"# ju'
b,’i' w"# ju'! ! b,’i' w": ju'! ! 9'l a -w+$n( d,u' "z bi' w"# ju'! ! w": ju'! ! bi' w"# ju'
“All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)”
I’m the one who makes mistakes! ! I’m the one who can’t say sorry! ! I get bored far too easily
ãm "# $w%&n#'h h() me*ks m*st$e*ks! ! ãm "# w%&n h() k+,&)n se* $s%-.*! ! a g/e0 b1) fa) t+2 $i)z#l*
ãm "# $w%&n#3 h() me*ks m*s)$te*ks! ! ãm "# w%&n h() k,&)nt se* $s%-e)! ! a ge0 b1)0 fa) t+2  $i)z#li
And I watch TV ‘cos I’m lazy! ! I’m the one who says goodbye! I’m the one who doesn’t have the time
æ&nd/ a* w%t45 t+i)$vi) k+%z ãm $le#ze#! ãm "# w%&n h() sez / g/20$ba*! ! ãm "# w%&n h(&) d6&zn7 hæv "# t+ã*&m
æ&n a w%t45 t+i)$vi) k%z/ ãm $le*ze#! ãm "# $w%&n# hu) sez g2$ba*! ! ãm "# 6&n h(2 d6zn7 hæv "# t+ã*&m
I get bored far too easily! ! And I watch TV ‘cos I’m lazy! ! I want to be the one who can dance without
a ge0 b1) fa) t+2 $i)z#l*! ! ! ãnd a* w%t45 t+i)$vi) k+%z ãm $le)z/e#! a*' w%&n t+23 bi) "# w%&n h() k+#&n d,&)ns w*$va20
a g/e0 b1) fa) t+2 $i)z#li! ! ! æ&nd a w%5 ti)$vi) k%z ãm $le*z/e#! a w%&n t+u) bi) "# w%&n h() k+#&n d,&)ns w*$"a2
Getting drunk! ! I get bored far too easily! ! And I keep repeating the same things
ge$t+*n d-6&8k! ! a ge0 b1)# f,) t+2 $i)z#li! ! ! æ&nd/ a* k+i)p r#$p+i)t+*n "# s9*&m :*&8z
g/e$t+*n d-;&8k! ! a ge0 b1) f,) t+2 $i)z#li! ! ! æ&n a ki)p r*$pi)t+*8 "# s9*&m :*&8 æ &n
“Ice Age”
I’m the one who knows the truth! ! I’m the one who pulls the news! ! I give up far too easily
ãm "# w$%n h&' n#(z) "# t*u'+! ! ! ãm "# w$%n h&' p,(-z) "# nu'z)! ! ! a g).v /p f0' t,# i'z#li
ãm "# w$%n# h&' n#(z) "# t*u'+! ! ãm "# w$%n h&' p(-z) "# nju'z)! ! ! a g ).v /p fa' t,( i'z#li
And this just keeps on happening! ! I say Ice Age! ! Reading! Full frontal nudity!and! ! I say Ice Age
æ%nd) ".s d123s ki'ps $%n 4hap#n.%5! ! a. se. a.s e.d)16! ! 4*.#7d).%n! f(o 4f*$%nt,#- 4nj&'d.t,i æ%nd! a. se. a.s e.d16
æ%n ".s d16/s ki'ps $%n 4hæp#n.%n! ! a. se. a.s e.d! ! 4*i#7d.%5! f(o 4f*$%nt,8- 4nj&'d.t,i æ%n! a. se. a.s e.d16
Reading! Full frontal nudity!! ! I’m the one who’s always right! ! I’m the one who can’t swallow my pride
4*.#7d).%5! f(o 4f*$%nt,#l 4nj&'d.t,i! ! ãm "# w$%n h&'z 4$we.z *a.t9! ! ! ãm "# w$%n h&' k,0%'n 4sw$l#( ma p*a.d
4*i:'d.%5! f(o 4f*$%nt,#l 4nj&'d.t,i æ%n! ãm "# w$%n# h&'z) 4$we.z *a.! ! ! ãm "# w$%n h&' k0%'n 4sw$l#( ma p*a.d
We argue about the same things! ! We disagree on everything! ! I felt this way for a while
wi' a'gj&' #;4ba(< "# s=.%m +.%5z! ! wi' d.s#4g*i' $%n 4ev*.+.%n! ! ! a fel< +.s we. f>' # wa'-
wi' a'g)j&' #4ba(t9 "# s=.%m +.%nz!) ! wi' d.s84g*i' $%n 4ev*#+.%n æ%n! ! a fel< +.s we. f>' # wa.-
“Ice Age”
And I’ve seen your face when you smile! ! I’ve noticed the way you say I love you!
æ"nd av s#$n j%& fe's wen j% sma$(! ! ! a)v *n&%t+'s ,& we' j& se' a l-v j.$
æ"n av s#$n j%& fe's wen j% sma$(! ! ! av *n&%t+'sd ,/ we' j% se' a l-v j.$
We never dance the way we used to! ! I say Ice Age! ! Reading! Full frontal nudity!! ! I say Ice Age
wi$ *nev& d0"$ns ,& we' w' j.$z1 t+%! ! a' se' a's e'd23! ! *4'&5d1'"6! f%o *f4-"nt+&( *nj.$d't+i! ! a' se' a's e'd23
wi$ *nev& d0"$ns ,& we' w' j.$z1 t.$! ! a 7' se' a's e'd23! ! *4i 8$d'"n! f%o *f4-"nt+9 *nj.$d't+i æ"n!! a' se' a's e'd23
Reading! Full frontal nudity!! And I’ve been close to the! !  Edge and I’ve! Been close to the !!
*4'&5d1'"6! f% *f4-"nt+& *nj.$d't+i! æ"nd a' b#$6 k+(&%z1 t+% ,&! ! ed23 æ "n a'v1! ! b#6 k+(&%z1 t+% ,&
*4i8$d 1'"$6! f%o *f4-"nt+&l *nj.$d't+i! a$ b'"6 k(&%z1 t% ,&! ! ! ed23 æ"n a! ! b'"6 kl&%z1 t+% ,&! !
Edge and I’ve! ! Been close to the !! Edge and I’ve ! Been close to the! ! Edge
ed23 æ"n a) ha*ha$v! ! b#6 k+l&%z1 t+% ,&! ! ed23 æ"n av! ! b#6 k+l&%z1 t+% ,&! ! ed23
ed23 æ"n a ha*hav1! ! b'"6 kl&%z1 t% ,&! ! ed23 æ"n a ! ! b'6 kl&%z1 t%  ,&! ! ed23
“Ice Age”
You left before the rain came down !! December was the only sound ! All the leaves fell to the ground
"# lef b$%fa& '( )*$+n k",+&m dã&! ! ! d-$%s*mb( w.z i& %õ&nli& sã#+ ! a/&l '( li&fs fe0 t1 '( g)ã#+n
j(2 lef bi%fa& '3 )*&n k*$+m dã& ! ! ! d-$%s*mb( w.z- i& %õ&#+nli sã#+n ! äl '( li&fs fe0 t"u& '( g)ã#+n
When you went away ! ! It’s a crying shame to see ! A kiss become a memory
w*n j1 w*nt" (%we$ ! ! $ts ( %k)äj(+n 4*&m t"( si& !( k"$s bi%k.+m ( %m,+&m5)i& 
w*n ju& w*nt" (%we& ! ! $ts ( k")ã6n 4*$+m t"( si& ! ! ( kx$s b -i%k"7+m ( %m,+&m5)i&
Now I know just ! ! What you mean when you say! ! Way above where the north winds blow
na/83/ no# t94.s ! ! w.t94u& m6&n w*n j( %se&(!! ! we$ (b:;v we( '( n.;< w$+nz b0o&
na/&# a$ no& d9-4.s ! ! =.t94u& m6&n  =*n ju& %se&e! ! we$ (b.v we( '( n:&< w$+nz bl(#
We will watch out afar to the valley below !! Oh Jacqueline I know ! ! Oh Jacqueline I know
wi& w$l w.t94 a#t> (%fa& tu '( %væli& bi&%lo& ! ! (# %d9?æk(l6&n ã$+ n(#! ! 8(# %d-94ækx(l6&n ã$+ n(#
wi& w$l w.t94 a#t> (%fa& t( '( %væli bi&%lo& ! ! (# %d9?æk(l6&n ã$+ n(#! ! o& %d 9?æk(l6&n ã$+ n(#
“Jacqueline”
A pattern of the ways it seems ! Thats the way it has to be ! ! Now I know just what you mean 
" #p$æ %t$&n 'f (" we)z* )t s&+mz* !! (æts (" we+ )t, hæz* tu bi+! ! na- ã). n"- d*/01s 23t0/u+ m&+n
" #p$æ %t".n 4f (" we) )t s&+mz ! ! (æts (" we) )t hæz t" bi+! ! na- ã). n"- d /53s w4t0/u+ m&+n
When you say ! ! Way above where the north winds blow ! ! We will watch out afar to the valley below
26n ju+ se+"! ! we+ "#b78v we" (" n'+ w).nz* blo+! ! ! wi+ w)l w3t/0 a-t , "#fa+ t$u (" #væli+ bi+#lo+
w6n ju+ se)! ! ! we) "b3v we" (" n7+9 w).nz bl"-! ! ! wi+ w)l w3t /0 a-t "fa+ t" (" væli bi+l"-
Oh Jacqueline I know ! ! Oh Jacqueline I know ! ! The Coven House where you now go
o+ #d*/0ækx"l&+n ã). n"-! ! "- #d*/0ækx"l&+n ã). n"-! ! (" #k$"-v".n ha-z* 2ea j:+ na- go+
"- #d/5æk"l&+n ã). n"-! ! "- #d/5æk"l&+n ã). n"-! ! (" #k"-v".n ha-z wea j:+ na- g"-
It stole our love don’t you know ! ! Don’t you know ! ! Oh Jacqueline don’t go! Oh Jacqueline I know
)t st"-l a- l78v dõ-.nt/0 :+ n"- !! ! dõ-.nt/0 :+ n"-! ! "- #d*/0æk"l&+n d".-.n; g"-!"- #d*/0æk$"l&+n ã). n"-
a) st"-l j-" l3v d".-.nt/0 :+ n"- !! ! d".-.nt/0 :+ n"-! ! "- #d/5æk"l&+n d".-.n g"-!"- #d/5æk"l&+n ã). n"-
“Jacqueline”
Oh Jacqueline don’t go! ! Oh Jacqueline I know
"# $d%&'æk("l)*n d"+#+n, g"#! "# $d%&'æk"l)*n ã-+ n"#
"# $d&.æk"l)*n d"+#+n g"#!! "# $d&.æk"l)*n ã-+ n"#
“Jacqueline”
Well our mum’s got talking in the village store! I was three you were four! ! You looked lovely that’s for sure
h"#$ a" m"%mz g&' (t)*k+%n +%n ,# (v+l+d -./ /t)*! ! a0* w#z 12i* ju* w# f)*#! ! ju* $"' ($3v$i 1as f# /"#
h#e$ a" m"%mz - g&' (t4)*k+%n +%n ,# (v+$+/ s)*! ! a* w#z- 15i* ju* w6# f)*! ! ju* $"kd ($"v$i 1as f# /3#
Just something about you!! Together we went everywhere! ! You scratched my face I pulled your hair
d.73s (s"%m1+%8 #(ba" j9:! ! t#(ge1# wi* w;n< (ev2+w=#! ! ! j# (sk2æt./d ma fe+s a (p"$d 7> h=#
d-./3s (s"%m1+%n #(ba" j#:! ! t#(ge1# wi* w;n (ev5+w=a! ! ! j? (sk2at./d ma fe+s a+ (p"$d /# h=#
You sent me tumbling down the stairs! ! Just something about you!! ! You must have known that I want you
j#% s;n m+ (t4"%mb@l+%n dã"%n ,# st=#! ! d-./"s (s"%m1+%n #(ba"' j#:! ! ! j?% m"st #v n#%"%n 1a' ã w&%n j#%
#A s;n mi (tBmb@l+%n dã"%n ,# st=#z!! ! d.-/3s (s"%m1+%n #(ba"' j#:! ! ! j?% m"st #v n#%"%n 1a' a+ w&%n j#
You must have known that I want you don’t you! Something’s happening ! ! It’s written on the wall that you’re sexy in Latin
j6% m3st #v n#%"%n 1a' ã w&%n j>% d-9%"%nt < j3*! ! ! (s"%m1+%8z (hæpn+%n ! ! ! +s (2+'+%n #%n ,# w)*$ ,a' j# (seksCD+%n ($a'+%n
j#A m"st #v n#%"%n 1a' a+ w&%n j#: d>%"%n j#:! ! (s3%m1+%8z (hæpn+%n ! ! ! +s (2+'nE &%n ,# w)*$ ,a' j# (seksCD+%n ($a'+%n
“Sexy In Latin”
This time come on! ! Everything’s changing now we can’t hold on! !
"#s t $ã#%m k&'%m ()(h*%n! (ev+,-#%ns (t./0#%n/n1 n1 wi2 k&ã2n h,34d )%n! !
"#s t&ã#%m k&)%m ()(h)%n! (ev+,5-#%ns (t./0#%n/,%n n1 wi2 kã2nt$ h634d )%n!
We stay out drinking in the park! ! ! I walk you home after dark! ! I didn’t mind it wasn’t far! !
wi ste# a3 d.7#%8k#%n #%n ", p*2k! ! ! a# w92k j, h,%3%m h:a2ft, d*2k! ! a (d#dn1t mã#%nd #t (w,;zn1t fa2
wi2 ste# a3< d=./#%8k#%n #%n ", pa2k&! ! ! a#d w92k& j, h,%3%m a2ft, da2k&! ! a> (d#%dn1t mã#%nd #t (w,;zn1t p.fa2
There’s just something about you! You went to university! You lost your virginity! Saw more of him and less of me!
:s d .=/3s (s3%m-#%n (,ba3< j,>!! ! j? w0n t&, @j?%2n#(vA2s#t&i2! ju> 4)st& ju, vB(d7#%n,t&i2! sõmCm92+ ,f #%m ,%n 4es 6 mi2
s1Ce,s (s3%m-#%8 (,ba3< j,>! ! ! j? w0n t&, @j?%2n#(vA2s#ti2! ju2 4)st ju, v,(d=./#%n,ti2! sõmCm92+ ,f h#%m ,%n 4es 6 mi2
There’s just something about you ! You must have known that I want you!
d.73s (s3%m-#%n ,(ba3 j,>! ! ! jD% mEst ,v n,%3%n -,< a# w)%n j,>
d.=/3s (s3%m-#%8 ,(ba3 j,>! ! ! jD% m3st$ ,v n,%3%n -a< a w)%n j,F>
“Sexy In Latin”
You must have known that I want you don’t you! Something’s happening ! ! It’s written on the wall that you’re sexy in Latin
j"# m$st %v n%#&#n 'a( a) w*#n j% d%#&##n j%+! ! ! ,s&#m')#-z ,hæpn)#n ! ! ! )s ,.)()#n *#n /% w012 /a( j% ,seksi3)#n ,la()#n
j"# m&st4 %v n%#&#n 'a( a) w*#nt j%+ d5%#&#n j%+! ! ,s&#m')#- ,hapn)#n ! ! ! )s ,.)(n6 *#n /% w012 /at 7% ,seksi3)#n ,2a()#n
This time come on! ! Everything’s changing now we can’t hold on!
/)s tã)#m k89#m ,*,h:#n! ,ev.)')#ns ,t;7<)#n7n6 n6 wi1 kã1nt h%&2 *#n! !
/)s tã)#m k89#m ,:,h:#n! ,ev.)')#-s ,t;7<)#n7n6 n6 wi1 k8ã=1n h%&2d *#n! ! ! !
Well we’re not friends anymore! I’m twenty-three you’re twenty-four! ! You’re still georgeous that’s for sure!
we2 w)#%# n*( f.<nz ,æ#n)#,m01! ãm ,t8w<ni '.i1 j% ,t8w<ni f01! ! ! j&% st)2 ,g501d;>%s 'as f% 701
we2 w)#%# n*( f.<ndz ,æ#n)#,m01! ã#m ,t8w<ni '.i1 j&% ,t8w<ni f?’01! ! ! j&% s1)2 ,g01d;>%s 'as f% 7&%
Still something about you!! Now we’ve done it everywhere! ! You scratch my back I pull your hair
st)2 ,s&#mf)#n %,ba& j%+! ! na& w)v5 d5&#n )( ,ev@)wA%! ! ! j" sk.at;7 ma bak8 a p&2 jB hA%
st)2 ,s&#mp;f)#n %,ba& j%+! ! na& w)v5 d5õn )( ,ev.)wA%! ! ! j% sk.at ;7 ma bak8 a p8&2 j&% he%
“Sexy In Latin”
We’ve even done it on the stairs! ! Still something about you! !
wi"v #i"v$%n d&'%n () *%n +$ st,$z! ! st(- #s'%mf(%n #$ba' j$"
w(v #i".$n dõn () *%n +$ st,$z! ! st(- #s'%m/(%n #$ba' j$"
Something’s happening ! ! It’s written on the wall that you’re sexy in Latin! This time come on! !
#s'%mf(%0z #hæpn(%n ! ! ! (s #1()(%n $%n +$ w2"- +a) j$ #seksi3(%n #-a)(%n! ! +(s t4ã(%m k45%m #*#h*%n
#s'%mf(%nz #hæpn(%n ! ! ! (s #1()n6 $%n +$ w2"- +a) j$ #seksi3(%n #-a)(%n! ! +(s sã(%m k45%m #7#h*%n
Everything’s changing now we can’t hold on! ! Something’s happening ! It’s written on the wall that you’re sexy in Latin!
#ev1(/(%ns #t89:(%n9n6 (%n wi" k4ã"n h$'- *%n! ! ! #s'%mf(%nz #hæpn(%n! ! (s #1()(%n $%n +$ w2"- +a) j$ #seksi3(%n #-a)(%n
#ev1$/(%ns #t89:(%n9n 6 n6 wi" k4ã"nt h$'-d *%n!! ! #s'%mf(%nz #hæpn(%n! ! (s #1()n6 $%n +$ w2"- +a) j$ #sek4si3(%n #-a)(%n
This time come on !! Everything’s changing now we can’t hold on ! ! No we can’t hold on! ! !
+(s tã(%m k45%m #*#h*%n! #ev1(/(%ns #t89:(%n9n6 (%n wi" k4ã"n h$'-d *%n!! ! no" wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *.%*%n!
+(s t ;ã(%m k45%m #7#h*%n! #ev1(/(%ns #t89:(%n9n6 n6 wi" k4ã"nt h$'-d *%n!! ! n$' wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *.%*%n! !
No we can’t hold on! ! No we can’t hold on! ! No we can’t hold!
no" wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *%.*%n! no" wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *%.*%n! n$' wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *.*%n
n$' wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *.%*%n! n$' wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *.%*%n! n$' wi" k4ã"nt; h$'h$'-d *.%*%n
“Sexy In Latin”
Crack open the good times ! ! On the street corners busting rhymes ! ! But you fell between the lines 
k"#æk$ %&'pn( )& g*'+ t"ã,-mz! ! .-n & st#i/ %k"0-/n& %b1st2-n #3-2-mz! ! ! b1%t 45u/ fe6 b2%t"w7/n )& lã2-nz*
k"#æk %&'p"&-n )& g*' t"ã2-mz*! ! .-n & st#i/ %k"0-/n&z* %b1st2-n #ã2-mz! ! ! b*1+ ju/ fe6 b2%t"w7/n )& la/.aa2-n
They all laugh become a joke ! Am I crazy baby let’s all hope ! ! For narrow halls crunching drums 
)e2 0/8læf b2%k"1-m & d4*59&'k"! ! æ-m a2 %k"#e2z*i %be2bi lets 0/6 h:'p!! f& %næ#&' h0/6z * %k",-nt452-n d#1-mz
)e2 0/ l;f b2%k"1-m & d*45&'k"! ! æ-m a2 %k"#e2zi %be2bi lets 0/6 h&'! ! f& %næ.&' h0/6z* %k"1-nt452-n d#1-mz*
I got a sweet sugar but that’s all !! Tell me what it’s worth ! ! Tell me what it’s worth 
a g.t$ & swi/+ %5'g& b1 )æts 3/6! ! t"e6 mi/ w.t$ 2ts w</! ! ! t"e6 mi/ w.t$ 2ts w</#"
we6 a g3t$ & swi/t %5'g& b1 )æts 0/6! t"e6 mi/ w.t$ 2ts w</! ! ! t"e6 mi/ w.t$ 2ts w</+
So tell us that we’re spelling everything wrong ! ! Negroes turn a bluish grey when they’re dead 
s&' t"el 1s sæ+ w2+ %spel2-n %ev#&=2-> #.->! ! ! %ni/g#&'z* t<-/n & b*lu/.%25 g#e2 w?n )e& d *’e&d 
t"e6 1s )a w2& %du/2-n %ev#&=2-> #.->!! ! ! ! %ni/g#&'z* t"<-/n & blu/.%25 g#e2 w?n )e& d *’ed
“Tell Me What It’s Worth”
Well that’s funny cos I’ve just turned bright red ! Kill kill kill! !  When everything starts to suck 
we" #æts f$%ni k&'s av d()*$s t&'%+nd b,a-t. ,ed! ! ! k&-" k&-" k&-"! ! w/n 0ev,'1-%2 st3+ts t&' s$k&
we" #æs f$%ni a 1-%2k a t&4%+nd ,ed! ! ! ! ! k&-" k&-" k&-"! ! 0ev,'1-%2 st3+ts t&5 s$kh
Drowning all your sins well I guess that’s bad luck ! ! Or the fact that your race is full of shit 
d )(*ã5%n6n 7+" j5' s-%nz we" a ges 's bæd l$k&!! ! ! 7+ #' fæk 1æt j5' ,e-s ' f5" ' *-8
!
d )(*ã5%n6n 7+" j5' s-%nz( a g(es 1æs bæd l$k! ! ! ! 7+ fækt& j5' ,e-s -s f5" ' *-8
I got a sweet sugar but that’s it ! ! Tell me what it’s worth ! ! Tell me what it’s worth 
a g3t. ' swi+t 0*5g' b$8 #æs -8! ! t&e" mi+ w9t. -ts w4+! ! ! t&e" mi+ w9t. -ts w4+
we" a g3t. swi+t 0*5g' b$ #æts -8! ! t&e" mi+ w9t. -ts w4+! ! ! t&e" mi+ w9t. -ts w4+
Clean your blades and keep swinging !! Don’t stop till the red runs out !
k&6:n j' ble-dz( '%n k&i+p sw-%2-%n! ! ! d('%5%n st9p t&-l ' ,ed' ,;%nz a5
k&l6+n j5' ble-dz '%n k&i+p sw-%2-%n! ! ! d'%5%n st98 t&-l #' ,ed' ,$%nz a5
“Tell Me What It’s Worth”
Till no joy pours out of your mouth! ! Tell me what it’s worth ! ! Tell me what it’s worth ! !
t"#$ n%& d'()*# p*+z' a&t, %f j&% ma&-! ! t"e$ mi+ w.t, #ts w/+%! ! t"e$ mi+ w.t, #ts w/+
t"#$ n%& d(')*# p*+z a&t, %f j&% ma&!! ! t"e$ mi+ w.t, #ts w/+! ! t"e$ mi+ w.t , #ts w/+
Tell me what it’s worth !! ! Tell me what it’s worth !!  whoa-oh whoa-oh
t"e$ mi+ w.t, #ts w/+! ! ! t"e$ mi+ w.t, #ts w/+! ! 0&%.%& w&%.%&
t"e$ mi+ w.t, #ts w/+! ! ! t"e$ mi+ w.t, #ts w/+! !
“Tell Me What It’s Worth”
“All I Wanna Do (Is Be With You)” - Paul Weller
PROCESS STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
Voicing 5 5 0
Elision 10 15 +5
Monophthongisation 10 11 +1
Aspiration 21 18 -3
Insertion 0 2 +2
Devoicing 19 23 +4
Diphthongisation 1 0 -1
“Ice Age” - Good Shoes
PROCESS STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
Voicing 1 1 0
Elision 15 23 +8
Monophthongisation 23 28 +5
Aspiration 36 20 -16
Insertion 3 7 +4
Devoicing 29 23 -6
Diphthongisation 7 3 -4
“Jacqueline” - The Coral
PROCESS STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
Voicing 3 1 -2
Elision 10 10 0
Monophthongisation 13 7 -6
Aspiration 10 5 -5
Insertion 1 1 0
Devoicing 14 4 -10
Diphthongisation 0 0 0
“Sexy In Latin” - Little Man Tate
PROCESS STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
Voicing 6 8 +2
Elision 35 32 -3
Monophthongisation 12 8 -4
Aspiration 20 20 0
Insertion 14 15 +1
Devoicing 7 11 +4
Diphthongisation 2 2 0
“Tell Me What It’s Worth” - Lightspeed Champion
PROCESS STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
Voicing 13 11 -2
Elision 25 30 +5
Monophthongisation 4 5 +1
Aspiration 29 29 0
Insertion 1 4 +3
Devoicing 14 13 -1
Diphthongisation 2 0 -2
Total
PROCESS STUDIO LIVE DISCREPANCY
Voicing 28 26 -2
Elision 95 110 +15
Monophthongisation 66 59 -7
Aspiration 116 92 -24
Insertion 19 27 +8
Devoicing 83 74 -9
Diphthongisation 12 5 -7
Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit phono-stilistischer Variation in britischen 
Pop Liedern der letzten Jahre. Das Ziel der Arbeit ist herauszufinden, welche 
Unterschiede es im Vergleich von Aufnahmen aus einem Tonstudio und 
Aufnahmen eines Live Auftrittes gibt. Als theoretischer Rahmen wird die 
Natürliche Phonologie gewählt, welche sich mit Prozessen beschäftigt, die 
die Variation in gesprochener Sprache beschreiben. Man unterscheided hier 
grundsätzlich zwischen zwei Prozessarten, Stärkung und Schwächug. Erstere, 
so wird argumentiert, erleichtert das Verständnis für die Zuhörenden, und 
Schwächung erleichtert die Produktion auf seiten der/des Sprechenden.
Als Datengrundlage sind fünf Lieder gewählt, werden phonetisch 
transkribiert und die Daten anschließend unter Gesichtspunkten der 
Natürlichen Phonologie analysiert. Ziel ist es  herauszufinden in wie fern die 
Aussprache der Sänger von der jeweiligen Umgebung, also im Studio oder 
auf der Bühne beeinflusst wird. Basierend auf der Theorie werden 
Erwartungen an die Art der Prozesse und ihre Anwendung gestellt. So wird 
erwartet, dass in den Studio Aufnahmen Stärkungs-Prozesse öfter 
angewandt werden, und Schwächungs-Prozesse öfter in den Live 
Aufnahmen zu finden sind.
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